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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. JULY 4, 1912.
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CANTA FE
TRAIN GOES INSANE

On KIs Way From California to Italy
He Imagines Passengers Want
to Rob and Kill Him.

EO

FfUJOIN

San Francisco, Calif,, July 3. An
Insane and Buffering under the delu
may be necessary to save Federal
of Official Enjoyed a Revisit to His Old slon that some one was after bis Lnla Steele in Jail at Las
Latest Phase
Pope
Judge
Ap
Has Not Advocated in Favor operation
life
of
the
Mrs. Harry Piatt Decker of
money end his life, George Demltrez,
Claims Against Former
Stamping Ground in
Vegas Becomes 111, GovDenver, former president of the Gen
points J. R. McFie and
of Lat Vegai Sporting
a passenger on Santa Fe train No. 2,
eral Federation of Women's Clubs,
Treasurer
ernor Lets Her Out
on
Clayton
suicide
A.
County
the
station
attempted
'
plat
W.Cooley
Element
who was taken ill here yesterday while
form at Las Vegas, by stabbing him
In attendance at the eleventh biennial
self with a small pea knife. Deraitrez
convention of the Federation.
Mrs.
RUNAWAY LAOS
C0U6HT TREASURY STARTS OFF RIGHT was taken with a fit ot insanity as SHE GOES TO THE HOSPITAL
ANOTHER INSURANCE COMPANY Decker is Buffering from Intestinal NEW LAW REFERENCE LIBRARY
the train was crossing the Glorleta
congestion and Inflammation. Dr. Cormountain. Santa Fe officers at Las
nelia De Bey of Chicago, also a deleGame
and
Licenses
Are
Mounted
Police
Lambert
Fishing
Ap
Vegas had been notified ot the man's Additional Members of Police
of Blackstone Sign gate to the convention, is attending Court Room Has Been Renovated
Disciple
condition and were at the station as
Now Being Issued Directly
Force Are Named by the
Mrs. Decker.
prehends Santa Fe Boys on
and Presents Attractive
Roll as Members of New
train No. 2 pulled In. Officers Well
'
We will know within a few hours
From Office.
Pecos.
Executive.
Upper
Mexico Bar.
and
Appearance.
Ben Williams took charge of the
whether or not It will be necessary to
putlent, and Williams was leading him
operate," said Dr. De Bey. "Unless
Governor McDonald returned
Several weeks ago Lula Steele, si
last a'ong the platform when the man atAttorney General Frank W. Clancy
Federal Judge William H. Pope has
Governor McDonald left over the there 1b a BUdden turn for the better,
on behalf of the state of New Mexico evening from a very enjoyable trip to
to end his life. Demltrei resident of Las Vegas waB sentenced
tempted
Santa Fe thiB morning for Clayton, an operation seems unavoidable. The divided the state of New Mexico Into and
to
McDon
Mrs.
serve ninety days In the coanty Jail
the
of Clayton, Union county.
commissioners
pulled a knife out of his pocket and
where he will be the guest of the trouble became unexpectedly serious two chancery districts, and has ap- Dona Ana county
county, today filed In the aid and party will return overland1 in had it open before Williams noticed after a trial before the Dollce iudeH.
town tomorrow and will be feasted early this morning, but we have every pointed Judge John R. McFie, of Santa
an
She
automobile.
McDonald
Governor
became ill several days ago and
federal
court
a petition to declare Os
what the man was doing. WIlllamB
and banqueted.
Governor McDonald hope of bringing Mrs. Decker through Fer master In chancery for the north car Lohman of Las
Cruces, an involun who visited Clayton frequently fifteen grabbed the man's wrist, but before he her condition was bo serious that th
of
ern
district
Bernalillo,
consisting
1b
of course,
Intensely Interested In safely.'
and more years ago, was greatly
trial Judge, the district attorney and
could pin his arms to bis side, Demit
Mrs. Decker's condition was some Colfax, McKinley, Mora, Rio Arriba, tary bankrupt. The petition sets forth
the Baltimore convention and watched
the sheriff sent an appeal to Governor
San Miguel, Santa that Lohman was former county treas pleased with the growth and progresn rez had gashed his neck twice.
San
Sandoval,
Juan,
as
what
the
Improved
advanced
day
of the Union county seat. There wsb
the bulletins until late 'last night, and
McDonald to pardon the woman
but remained critical. Dr. Thomas Fe, Taos, Torrance, Union and Valen- urer of Dona Ana county and failed to
were called, but It was
io eould not be cared for oron- early this morning was asking for
cia counties, and Judge Alford W. pay over to his successor 124,262.94; every evidence ot prosperity, the coun- 40 Physicians
In consulta
was
called
Huntington
minutes
before
medical
aid
has
subnews.
arrived. erly in the Jail. Governor McDonald
been somewhat
round about is settling up with
He
further
tion. He said he could not be sure Cooley of Sliver City, master of chan that he had two bondsmen to the try
Two
doctors
stantial
dressed
issued
new
man's
homes
have
the
that
the pardon yesterday and the
citizens, many
annoyed by the reports
whether they would be obliged to op- cery for the southern district, consist- amount of $16,600, but one of these.
have been built In late years, a new wounds, owing to the fact that the Jug- - woman will be removed to a hospital
washed his
gone oat that be has
his fears that inflamma- ing of Chaves, Curry, Dona Ana, Eddy, Martin Lohman, Is dead, and the other electric
erate,
water
ular
had
and
and
vein
been
In
He
'rank
is
light
power
hands entirely of all responsibility for tion stating
toaay.
is
and
it
punctured.
Kropp,
Europe,
Grant, Roosevelt, Guadalupe, Lincoln,
might follow.
New State Engineer.
plant is In the course of construction was taken to the Las Vegas hospital.
the status of conditions in Las Vegas
The most Important business before Luna, Otero, Quay Sierra and Socorro doubtful whether recovery can be had and
seem
the
manifest
the
to
The
is
man's
from
condition
the
people
had
J. A. French, the state engineer apthat
on July 4, during the prizefight. It Is the General Federation of
blm;
It
uncertain, but
respondent
will
Women's counties. Both appointments,
far from hie Intention to deliver the Clubs today was at the polls. The nomi be admitted, are eminently fitting, and committed three acts of bankruptcy in proper progressive spirit. On Saturday attending physicians are of the opinion pointed by Governor McDonald
men and the nating committee, which went Into ex- a? very large and Important cases are giving two mortgages for 15,000 each afternoon, Governor and Mrs. MccDon- that he will recover. He is violently
Engineer Charles D. Miller,,
community to Bure-thlnhe ecutive session this morning, report- apt to be referred to masters In to the Bowman bank at LaB Cruces, aid were guests of honor at a reception Inaane and at times It takes the will take charge of his office and duprizefight element, even though
at
the
home
of Traveling Auditor and strength of four men to hold him in ties on Wednesday, July 10.
of testimony and one for 125,000 to a bank ,at El
does keep his hands off the prizefight ed the names of Mrs. Philip
Carpenter cfcnncery for the taking
to make these preferred Mrs. Earnest and practically the entire bed.
New Policemen Named.
itself, providing law and order are of New York and Mrs. Percy Penny- - and presentation of findings, it Is well Paso, so as
to pay their respects,
out
turned
cvedltors.
city
Demltrez was enroute from San
The following members have been
observed. He is keeping In close backer of Texas. The polls opened at that the appointments went to two
In
and
were
honored
the
they
evening
Francisco to New York and also had added to the New Mexico mounted poState Funds
touch with the situation end has sur 2 o'clock this afternoon and closed at former Judges of the New Mexico su
with a ball at the opera house.
steamship transportation to Italy. He lice force as officers without pay: WilState Treasurer O. N. Marron rerendered no perogatlve or responsibil 6, but the results of the election were preme court, whose legal learning and
Federal
Court.
as
as
well
was
experience ceived $8.50 for the compilation fund
not to he announced officially until to- high Integrity
fairly well dressed, and had $65 liam Bowden of Clovls; Robert Bruce
ity.
A decree pro confesso was entered
in gold and a draft on a San Fran of Vaughn and Charles Lemons of
morrow evening. Mrs. Carpenter's In federal and equity matters, has fit- and $2.00 from Game Warden T. C.
Another Insurance Co,
in federal court in the case of United
cisco bank on his person. The offi Carrlzozo. Commissions were sent
The Amicable Life Insurance Com outspoken declaration Inst night In ted them for the honor.
de Baca.
States vs. .1. Wr. VanWinkle, for tres cers have
Bankruptcy Matters.
telegraphed to the bank and them today.
pany of Waco, Texas, was yesterday favor of women's suffrage will put
Mounted
Police
Invited,
on
Alamo
the
forest.
pass
Frank Heron of Las Cauces, was to
also to one address In San Francisco
Richardson Quits Water Board.
admitted to transact business in New the convention on record as opposing
Insurance
Fees.
The
Btate mounted police have been
In the hope that something more can
G. A. Richardson has resigned as a
The company had on Decem- or favoring equal suffrage, according day appointed referee In bankruptcy
Mexico.
Insurance Commissioner Jacobo Cha
It vi ted to attend the barbecue at Mor-lartbe learned of the man.
ber 31, 1011, a paid up cash capital of as she Is defeated or elected, although for Dona Ana county, succeeding W.
member
of the board of water com
Passengers
on July 4, by the Morlarty Farm- ves yesterday turned over to the corthe question has been carefully ex C. Smith, who because of his removal
on the train said that he had remarkmissioners. The governor accepted
$472,580 and a surplus of $382,889.49.
of
commission
insurance
and
$360
Businessmen's
ers
Association.
poration
A.
Charles
to
El
has
Paso,
resigned.
cluded thus far from debate on the
ed that he bad been in San Francisco the resignation, and named two other
Attorneys Sign the Roll,
fees.
refWant to See the Prize Fight.
Love, of Clayton, was
six years and was en route to his members of the board
John C. Lewis of Albuquerque and floor.
Licenses.
Game
namely Scott
concan
be
until
In
eree
bankruptcy
The California delegates will try to
r Etter of Carlsbad
William B. Pistole of Artesia, attor
home in Italy for a visit with bis
Captain Fred FornofT of the mount
and Charles Spring
error
was
matters
New
Mexican
when
The
in
and
Bome
clude
pendup
sign
force
the issue, Friday morning, and
ed police Is swamped with applications
neys signed the roll In the office of the
of
er
Colfax
Cimarron,
county.
1. R.
o! dead game sports who want to gain It stated yesterday that game licenses
clerk of the supreme court and took If Mrs. Carpenter is successful will ing before hlin prior to March
According to the stor of persons
Funds Received by Treasurer.
of Gallup was discharged as admission to the
would not be Issued
until July 15
the oath of office as attorneys. They present resolutions from the floor of E. Yonts
prize fight at Las Vein
the
where
car,
traveling
smoking
The
a bankrupts The petition of the state
now but direct
following funds have been re
will be formally admitted as members the convention endorsing suffrage.
gas on July 4, but do not want to pay They are being issued
Demltrez was a passenger, hlB actions
They charge that under the obtain- of New Mexico, et al., to adjudge Oscar lor It. These applicants ask to be from Game Warden T. C. de Baca'e were normal until he reached Glorl- ceived by O. N. Marron, the Btate
of the state bar when the court meets
an
treasurer:
of
Chris Raithel of Luna
Las
office.
involuntary appointed special mounted policemen
Cruces,
in next regular session. Both were ad- ing system of reporting only resolu- Lohman
eta, where three members of the San- county, $897.33; W. W. Cox of Dona
In another col- and
State Funds.
thus gain entrance to the ring
mitted without examination having tions approved by the resolutions com bankrupt, mentioned
ta Fe englnerlng corps boarded the Ana county, $1,799.66; John R,
umn has been docketed.
State Treasurer O. N. Marron start
side.
Strong
eertlflcates of practice from other mittee, It is possible for a minority to
seems that these three men
Mora county, $531.69; Thomas Mc- Admitted to the Federal Bar,
ed the month of July Tight with the train. It
states. Both are now practicing under ieensor the wishes of the majority,
Dent,
Opium
Raiding
in a discussion mentioned
a name Bride ot Colfax
the fed
to
admitted
has
Pope
Rome
Judge
to
remittances:
and
$4,554.36;
county,
Eugenio
prevent the convention from
temporary certificates.
rev- following
Officers
of
the
internal
which was similar, to "Demltrez." convicts earning fund, $334.65; comW. Clancy of Santa
ro, San Miguel county, $4.61)4.79; Cor
expressing itself on subjects as to eral bar: Frank
Testing Salary Question,
Helmlck of Socorro; enue office for New Mexico and Ari- poration commission $4,013; secretary This attracted the attention ot the mon school improvement
J.
Milton
Fe;
fund.
to
which
it
desires
on
record.
go
For the purpose of determining
George S. Downer and Walter A. zona, unuer the direction of Internal of State Antonio Lucero $26.25; Game Italian. For some unknown reason he $330.30; R. P. Ervien, land commls-Bionewhether or not that official has the
Jones of Roswell; E. A. Martin of revenue collector, Manuel B, Otero, Warden T. C. de Baca $8.50; Insurance concluded that these men were plot
$4,652.13.
right under the regime inaugurates THREE KILLED, TWO HURT
Farmington; Colwell Yeaman of Den- and Internal Revenue Agent Love, fund $6.00.
ting to rob and murder him. He went
Miners Hospital Board.
by statehood to collect his four per
IN AUTO SMASH ver.
are doing good
in raiding ChiRichard
tn
the
Pritchett,
conductor,
Cattle Sanitary Board Organizes.
The senate ot the first state legicent commission on taxes collected,
nese opium Juinta at, various points
The New Court Room.
At Albuquerque yesterday, the State and begged him to protect him from slature confirmed E. B.
and
against Machine Sklddi--J ur. Country Pike
actiqn has been, bnv'sht
The renovut'c:! pf the feloral court in Arizona.
v. u. the ihret? men. lle Stl.er went to lea George H. Webster of Humphrey
Uttme OHimary buhiu
twsat."
Colr'
Near Ouiuth With DisasCounty Treasurer and Collector Euroom Is complete and It was UBed for Mounted PoJice Catch
of
and.
W
and
of
ders
the
of
Ballard
surveyors,
party
Roswell,
Two Runaways
president;
as members of the Miners' hospital
trous Effect.
genic Romero fry District Attorney
the first time in the admission of the
Mounted Policeman Lambert of Cim ,1 Linwood of Raton, secretary. In ad on his knees, pleaded for mercy.
at Raton but did not confirm the other
Charles W. G. Ward at Las Vegts
Adjoinabove mentioned attorneys.
atwas
the
to
dition
these,
meeting
runforenoon caught two
members as named by the. governor.
Mr. Ward seeks to have Mr. Ronoro
Duluth, Minn., July. 3 Mrs.. Wil- ing the court room, is a library which arron, this Fe
away Santa
boys upon the upper 'ended by Cole Rnllston of Magdalena; THINK THISTLES CAUSE
Th governor several days ago added
enjoined from collecting any commis- liam White, Duluth, Miss Gladys Rich- gives the local bar access to a com- Pecos.
W. H. Jack of Folsom and w. W.
ana
Juan
HAY
Jo,
OF
Koniero,
FEVER,
aged
several other names to the board as
sions.
ardson, Bridgeport, Conn., and Lang-for- plete set of federal reports and law Fermlno Ortiz, aged 16, Jumped into Cox of Organ. Albuquerque was again
recess appointments. They are George
Four Passed Bar Examinations.
of the
Maddlgan, Duluth, the latter a books, Including Interstate commerce an empty tank car of the Santa Fe selected for headquarters
Tucum28.
N.
June
M.,
Tucumcari,
King, D. S. Dwyer and S. A. Wiseman,
Out of some eighteen applicants for chauffeur, were killed early today on decision and opinions. The library
train lea-l- ng
Santa Fe yesterday after- board.
carians are suffering at present from all of Colfax county.
examination for admission to the bar, a country pike near Duluth, when a has been furnished In a very attrac noon. T :elr
District Court.
the aid of
asked
is
parents
of
it
an
caused,
fever,
hay
epidemic
examion
four successfully passed the
New Board Organizes.
touring car in which they were return tive manner. Among the portraits
the mounted police last evening.
The Injunction case, involving a thought, by the widespread growth of
In the office of William E. Gortner
nation, according to the announcement ing home, skidded from the road and the wall Is one donated by Colonel R.
ditch right near HI Rlto, Rio Arriba Russian thistle in this vicinity, the
Elk.
Will
of
D.
Transport
clerk
tho
E.
of
Sena,
made today by Jose
Twitchell,
Judge Houghton,
William White Jr., was
overturned.
was weed at this time being In full flower. al Las Vegas, the boadr of trustees
Game Warden T. C. de Baca has re- county, of Jaramlllo vs. Gallegos,
for New Mexico appointed
the Bupreme court. Some of the
of the Xew Mexico hospital for the inseriously Injured and is In a local llrst Judge
E. C. Abbott in Local physicians have been busy keep
In 1R46 and who ceived a letter from the A. T. & S. F heard before Judge
did not take the examination.
General
sane met yesterday. The members of
by
Kearny
Nannie
Miss
RobTurrlsh,
Is
Hospital.
The
of
case
It
chambers
comfortable.
afflicted
the
today,
ing
bench of the offering to carry the elk captured In
The four who were successful are Milthe old board, which presented its resof Henry C. Turrlsh, a lum- served on the supreme
on
Central
M.
daughter
Fe
the
a
vs.
ert
the
treatment
based
Law
Sunta
said
that
Galllnas canon, free from Las Vegas
ton John Helmlc of Socorro; Robert berman was
ignation to Governor W. C. McDonald
territory after the territory was
shocked
and
a
claim
ac
the
lay
thistle
the
severely
of
Involving
being
Company,
Railway
theory
to Santa Fe. From here, they are to
L. Hitt of Willnrd; Walter A. Jones
several weeks ago, transacted what
at- tive factor, Is
apparently lifeless at the road side
being worked upon at business remained uncared for and
be transferred to the Pecos national for salary, has been argued but the
and George S. Downer of Roswell.
to
submit
of
were
until carried to a nearby farmhouse,
success.
time
with
given
Large
torneys
present
hopes
also
received
Bacn
forest.
Mr.
de
has
then gave
DISASTROUS FLOODS CAUSE
to the new board,
Carrlzozo-LIncolcounty quantities of the growth in question which Is place
where he was revived. Charles W.
HAVOC IN MEXICO. from the forest service, a list of ran- briefs. The
WILSON WILL DIRECT
composed of Jefferson Ray- case will come up on July 11, on ap were cut and destroyed last year, but
the sixth member of the
Fitzgerald,
to
be
commissioned
deputy
game
Daniel
gers
nolds,
Stern, Eugenio Sena and
HIS OWN CAMPAIGN.
proval of additional bond given by the this summer has developed a larger Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca.
party was thrown clear of the wrecks
of Salamanca
Destroyed wardens.
jieople of Lincoln.
crop than ever.
age and escaped injury.
Are
Persons
on
One
and
Thousand
the new board is vacant,
Officials
Be
NamPaid.
of
place
Other County
May
Will Pass Upon Desirability
Miss Richardson was 20 years old
Sheep Board to Meet.
Homeless.
owing to the failure of the senate to
Not only county school superintendMexico
New
ing Campaign Committee- In
The
sanitary
sheep
In
and her home was
Bridgeport, CoHAVE BIG NEW
confirm the nomination of William G.
Place of Old Plan,
ents, but also county commissioners board will meet at Albuquerque at an DAWSON TO
nnecticut.
She was the guest of Miss
Mexico City, Mex., July 3. One and
CONCRETE STORE BUILDING. Ogle. The new board elected E. C. de
probate Judges and perhaps coun- early date to fix the day for starting
Turrlsh. Mrs. White was about 45 thousand persons were made homeless
Baca as president. It will not elect
ty surveyors, may draw the pay fixed the dipping of sheep In the state. The
Baltimore, Md., July 3. Governor years old.
s
by the floods which destroyed
Dawson, Colfax county, Is to have a other officers for some time, It was
by territorial statute until a state sal- United States bureau of animal inWilson will In the main determine the
south25
miles
build
announced.
store
of Salamanca,
5,000 concrete and steel
ary law Is passed, according to the
which has supervision over the
direction of his own campaign for
east of Guanajuato on Sunday, accord- opinion of a number of attorneys. It dustry,
Plans are being drawn in tne
Eighth Grade Certificates.
ing.
DAYTON BANK 8TOCK IS
dipping operations, is ready to pro
President; pass upon the desirability
The department of education yes
here
received
to
advices
today.
engineering office of the Southwestern
CHANGING HANDS. ing
officers
is
the
formerly
only
the
as
county
soon
ceed
committee
as
with
the
dipping
a
of appointing
campaign
Traffic on the Laredo, Mexico & Gua- paid by fees, the assessor, county treas
system In El Paso for the construction terday finished issuing the 8th Grade
of
and confer with a
sheep sanitary board gives the order ot a
N. M., June
big general store building for Promotion certificates, and same have
That there dalupe divisions of the railroad has urer, sheriff and county clerk, who to go ahead.
Dayton,
on
the
committee
naming
national
the
the Stag Canyon Fuel Company on the been forwarded to the various pupils
In bien interrupted bat it is believed the must go without pay until a state
Is considerable interest manifest
Democratic
new
the
of
officers
the
ot
main street of Dawson and Just east passing the examination prepared by
and around Dayton is evidenced by first train for Laredo since Sunday will salary law Is placed on the statute RAMIREZ ARRESTED AT EL
national committee.
of the present
Stag Canyon store the department and given in April,
the fact that a considerable amount be able to get through today.
books.
FOR SMUGGLING.
PASO
esThis was the sense of the members of Dayton bank stock has recently
of
the Interior
The department
building. Bids have been asked from May and June. State Superintendent
Must Wait.
District
Attorneys
of the new national committee which
million
peat
severnl
for
contractors
the construction of White is much encouraged over the
changed hands. Dr. M. B. Culpepper, timates the loss
Casmlro Ramirez, who claims to be the
Hon. W. G. Sargent,
State Auditor,
0
outcome of this examination, over two
met today, and after continuing the A. A. Kaiser and B. P. Williams being sos. The government has voted
building.
arwas
a resident of Big Spring, Tex.,
Santa Fe, N. M.
hundred and fifty puplte having sucofficers of the old coTnmlttee until a the purchasers.
Dr. Culpepper will
pesos for the assistance of the
States
Dear Sir I have before nte your let- rested at El Paso by United
cessfully passed the examinations out
permanent organization was effected, continue as president of the instituor
on
complaint
of the nearly six hundred pupils who
of five,
ter of the 26th Instant In which you Marshal Hillebrand,
designated a
tion, a position In which he has been
SAYS
NO CLOUDBURST
took same. An interest was created
ask whether the appropriation for dis- L E. Ross, of the department of Jusconsisting ot Chairman Mack, Secre- indispensable In bringing about the GIVEN TWO YEARS ON
ESTANCIA MAYOR.
FORMER
amof
on
the
smuggling
charge
FORGERY CHARGE. trict attorneys made In 1909 Is still tice,
throughout the state. Those who have
tary Woodson, and three other com- present favorable condition of the
The story published In the
Mexico.
Ramirez
to
says
munition
the
successfully passed are now ready for
salary
available, and also whether
ot
mitteemen, to confer with Governor bank.
AlbuquerJournal
Morning
the high school work and will be
Robert J. Burke, charged with forg of five hundred dollars for each dis- that he knows nothing of the smugVllson on permanent
organization.
there
effect
that
the
to
que,
Issued.
upon the certificates
will
ery was assessed a punishment of two trict attorney provided by section 5 of gling charge, as he came to El Paso
also confer
in the Estan-cl- a
The
a
cloudburst
was
The department of education Is not re.
His case
In the state penitentiary by a chapter 22 of the laws of 1909 is still to attend to some business.
with Governor Wilson on any plans
V years
DEMING BUSINESSMAN
is absolutely untrue,
valley,
It Is alleged
Is being investigated.
qillred to do this work, but has worked
Jury In the 34th district court at El payable.
that the Presidential nominee may
ATTEMPT8 SUICIDE.
according to a telegram reovertime and paid for grading the paThis matter has been passed upon that he carried ammunition
from a
Paso. A charge of bigamy Is Btill
New
Mexican
ceived
the
have regarding the conduct of his
by,
pers as a matter of encouragement to
pending against him. Acting District by the supreme court of the state In local hardware store to a house on
Hon. G. H. Van Stone,
from
William J. Graham Dies After
campaign and will report back to the
pupils to complete the eight gradea
Attorney R. E. Thomason stated that the recent case of State ex rel, Ward the river bank with the intention of
of Estancla and
former
mayor
full national committee at such time
Long II IneBS, Leaving Wife
enter high school, or some
and
In
that v. Romero. In that case, which was smuggling it to Mexico.
on account of the witnesses
at one time the owner, of the
and place as Chairman Mack may desand Eight Children.
to
did
a
not one brought by district attorney
in California he
case
the
on
W.
arrested
R.
being
charge
Hicks,
Estancia
the
on
bible
only
ignate. It was said the continuance
think the case would come up for trial ohtnln payment of fees under the for- of accepting a bribe while a wltnesp
Mr. Van Stone retownslte.
o the retiring officers until a permaDemlng, N. M., June 28.
NEGRO HATERS GIVE CLOVIS
nt this term of court. The court will mer Btntutes, the court held that the In the federal court, was given a prewas
ports that not only was there
Wllllum J. Graham, who has
nent organization was perfected,
UNDESIRABLE NOTORIETY.
the
Intend
does
not
that
term
constitution
for
the
Saturday.
adjourn
morning
Thursday
no cloudDurst but there was no
hearing
liminary
111
Wilto
Governor
been seriously
for sometime
entirely agreeable
eld fee and salary law should remain and he was bound over to await the
fled to
one
no
one
marooned,
died at eight o'clock this mornA conference of railroad men and
son,
in effoct, or that a part of It should be
BOWLING ALLEY AND
action or the federal grand Jury and
high ground, a3 high ground Is
The name of W.'C. McCombs, camcitizens has been held at Clovls to dising. The funeral will take
effective, "and that no salary is pro- his bond fixed at $1,000.
CASINO FOR CLOUDCROFT.
scarce In the valley
necessarily
m.
2
Governor
Wilson,
Mr.
cuss the possible attitude of the peovided by law for the district attorney."
place Thursday at p.
paign manager pf
and no relief parties were sent
to the salwas talked about as a likely choice
Graham leaves a wife, six
ple of Clovls toward the negro emreason
that
obvious
out
the
Cloudcroft Is to have a new bowling The court refers distinctly
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British, while Tsffc stands for protecwhy we act and who told us to do It; and they buy Hue linens, Bilk and cot address the Chautauquans on
X and to explode, as merely
subjects
blossoms are at their best. What we must net
tion. Wilson's election would mean
presume that those at tons and even Bilk. At retail the that are nearest to the New Mexican
X whims of the hour.
The Scrlbea are coming into their an industrial and financial panic, while
golden opportunities for inexpensive home can be deceived. The people
plain people's bandanna can be had heart. The Chautauqua will be in ses- own. Taft was at one time a newsBut it Is Interesting to note,
X
vacations spent
means stability, conTaft's
right a; home will know that the Influences at any of the five and ten cent stores sion from
X by way of references to
July 24 to August 2, and on paper reporter. William J, Bryan, tinued industrial
here in this vicinity. One may go a that dominated the
conven. for 5c or 10c, the better
prosperity and a
Chicago
from
E.
Colonel
R.
Twitso
the opening day,
X
grades
frequently charged by
thousand miles, and find nothing more tion are
the progressive boss of the Baltimore Bound financial policy. It Is the Issue
and are more largely
here,
or
ad64s
offered
(!8x72s
10c
will
chell
illustrated
at
his
our
deliver
Democratic friends, that
X
being
attractive than this veritable vacation at work than they were at
riot, prides nlmseif on belug a mere between the political theorist aud the
Chicago. and about 24 inches square."
dress on the Franciscans. On Educax there Is a dobs In the Demoland, that stretches toward tne iofty I appeal to you to so act that the Denewspaperman, and the Colonel who sound, practical businessman. The
be
will
the
tional
X cratic party who is a past
Super- made all the noise at Chicago, lg an glory of Taft's
day,
speakers
wIM Be bo
pinnacles of the Blood of Chrin raise mocrats of this country can say that
intendent Alvan N. White, Dr. F. H. associate editor of the Outlook.
X master at the game and be is
WORTH NOTHING.
much the greater, because the victor's
on the east, and to the Cliff
Dwellings the Democrats are true to the people
T.
W.
H
Dr.
X none other than William Jenand
Roberts
Conway.
crown was contested by one so worthy
r.nd the shimmering blue of the
z
and that they can't be frightened by
The experiences of all men who get On C. L. 8.
C. dny Dr. E. McQueen
X nings Bryan of Nebraska. King
on the west. What wealth of your Ryans or
The ungallant action of the Dem as Woodrow Wilson.
Into the dangerous places where the
bought by your
a
notawill
and
lecturer
be
the
X of them all, when it came to
Gray
trout streams, of cool retreats, of
limelight shines may prove profitable ble musical program will be rendered. ocratic Platform Committee in turn
X the fine points of the game,
beautiful haunts.
"Regain Your Health," Is the title
to humbler men, or men of more mod
ing down woman's suffrage should
On Archaeological
X Mr. Bryan has played the enday, Santa Fe's keep at last Colorado and California of a neat little pamphlet that the
"Why not spend this year's vacation
A GREAT NEWS SERVICE.
est ambitions, If the latter will Jot
L.
hold
will
Hewett
own
Dr.
X tire convention Into his own
Sliver
Edgar
City Chamber of Commerce has
exploring the unsuspected beauties ai
in the Taft column, for the gallant
It wsb a splendid service that the down a note here and there.
X hands and his word is law.
forth, and on that day, an excuraion President hag held out a tentative IsBticd. "A Silver City with a Golden
this neighborhood?"
A very simple fault proved Roose
Associated Press rendered Its newsshould be run from Santa Fe to MounX
But knowing Mr. Bryan, the
Is the claim
set up and
Climate,"
papers the past two weeks. With velt's undoing, and removed him from talnair. There will be a Resources promise to favor the equal Buffrage
X American people will pause to
Tho
proven by the statistics given.
cause.
nomia
much
it
had
him
where
millions
admired
foresight,
gathered
pedestal
KEYNOTING,
Bixteen pages tell Just what the health- X think before they place the naday which will be attended by Gover-erno- r
and keynote speeches for both to a place In the duBt.
nating
seeker wants to know before leaving
McDonald and H. B. Henlng of
X tion in Jeopardy by the elecWhen It comes to real, genuine, conventions and mailed them In good
The man who has Just gone to his
Chairman Ollle JameB declared his home for a distant
X tion of any candidate on any
the Bureau of Immigration of Albu
place and
sure 'nough oratory, as they would time for all its papers to use. At both defeat could not
of
the
are
"we
In
the
aonquer
spirit
making history,"
folclimate. The pamphlet conveys a hint
X platform he may write. And
say In the (mperlal blue grass state conventions every detail was carefully arrogance. Neither could he conceal querque day, quite flttlng'y to be
of
accounts
future
the
con
Baltimore
to
the Santa Fe Chamber of ComX after all, the years of Republof Kentucky, we remove our sombre- watched and it seemed as if the Asso- It. He was cursed with what the lowed by a Temperance day.
be merce. Thus far, Santa Fe
X ican success, the years of prosA number of stale conventions will vention however, it is likely to
advertising
ro to Ollle James, permanent chair- ciated Press representatives
sat In schoolboy call a "swelled head." He
to
of
as
referred
Instead
has
hysterical
scattered too much;
Santa Fe
X perity Republican regimes have
man of the Baltimore convention.
the very innermoat councils of all fac- was both better and smarter, in his be held during the Chautauqua ses- historical.
have
pamphlets
X made, show that the people do
essayed the unsuccesssions. The New Mexico Conference
Ab a sounder of keynotes, Ollle has tions and parties and were In position own
whose
than
ful
esteem,
the
of
peop'e
task
Is to he
all
there
telling
X think and think hard at least
.eague Assembly of the M. E. church
our most respectful
resiwct. Judge to flash out the news before It had left support he solicited.
The Roswell Record asserts that told about this city Instead of directing
in a national
X before voting
will meet for two days, the fiftieth an- Alton B. Parker of Esopus N. Y. Is a the committee rooms and the council
Yet there is
a trait which
a specific appeal to each class of visit
X election.
ual state convention of the Christian the Republlcnn papers are still dis
The running story, as human nature scarcelyso
back number when he tries to get chambers.
finds
unlovely, so Endeavor societies will be
three cussing the weather and crops in- ors that Santa Fe seeks.
given
Into the Ollle James class of oratory. events, moBt of them unforeseen, hap- difficult to
X
forgive. The arrogant man
the Epworth League and the stead of politics. Yes, and we might
He said a few things about the Col- pened, was accurate and brilliant, and sometimes succeeds
by reason of spe- days,
The Republican press is casting
ew Mexico Sunday School Associa add, so are the voters.
Having decided not to write Kb plat- onel that were a trifle pointed but the millions of readers of Associated cial ability, The man who can serve
around for a suitable candidate
Press newspapers had drawn for them the world will
to
form until after It has nominated Its as a keynoter, he was
will also hold their annual contion
the
an
merely
opporalways have
a word picture that presented vividly
And just by way of varying the mon succeed' George Curry as Congressman
ventions. While all this means a
presidential candidate, the Baltimore barker for the sideshow.
to
no
he
whether
matter
serve,
tunity
the stormy scenes at Chicago and be
convention has acted wisely. In that
It may be that the Judge's
large attendance, every provision has otony, the New Mexlcnn desires to get nt Washington. The Republican party
personally popular or not.
way, the candidate can avoid saying education was neglected In the early Baltimore, much more graphically to
been made for the comfort and enter- on record once again for a safe and has a number of these, but none who
But
Is
In
never
affectionate
keyhe
held
would make any better run and give
anything about anything that won't bo note branches or that Ollle James had their mind than If they bad been In regard by those who know him. And tainment of all visitors. The Mou- sane Fourth.
better service as the people's repre
the crowds that sat In the convention
In the platform.
Is an enterprise'
exceptional ability In those lines. Be halls. The Associated Press franchise for a man who desires the esteem and ntalnalr Chautauqua
The "Battlemore" convention Is now sentative than Hon. Nathan Jaffa of
that deserves every encouragement
that as It may, Ollle Bounded a key- is invaluable to the
newspaper for confidence of the many, modesty will that the people of New Mexico can in session. Don't blame the printer RoBWell.
The Democrats have adopted the sys- note
was a keynote and It may tunate
that
and
vain
achieve
what
always
to
candidate
glory
a
it.
tem of making presidential
possess
enough
lor that one either.
be remarked right here that none of
give It.
arrogance will fall to achieve.
to fit the platform,
All legal blanks are prepared ac
uie ueiegatos got up to walk out.
The Colonel baa returned to Oyster
Arrogance was not Roosevelt's most
As had been predicted, the Balti- cording to the Statutes of New Mex
The cry of tariff for revenue only
goi up, Dut tney got up to yell Bay where he was accorded a remark essential fault; It was, nevertheless,
The selection of Alton B. Parker jney
did the right and ico, new State form, tor sale by the
-- to
yell for Ollle.
able reception by the common people the fault which placed him outside the U not going to make much of a hit more convention
again serves to remind us that there
proper thing for the Republican party, New Mexican Printing Company,
Viewed In the cold, far away die- - of the United States.
among New Mexico sheep.
pale of popular regard.
Is such a place as Esopus, N. Y.
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tance of New Mexico, whore the enthusiasm- and applause of the con- X
vention can not bias Judgment, the X
solution of the problem seems to be X
that climatic conditions have much X
to do with It. How could any one, X
hailing from a burg with a name like X
X
Esopus expect to be much Of an orator! And the name is not alone; It X
rnlns In Esopus, some times for a X
X
week, a cold, chilling, penetrating wet
rain Hence a keynote hatched in a X
town with a name and a climate like X
X
that, might be expected to fail to
rise to an occasion such as a Dem- X
X
,
ocratic National convention.
On the other hand, Ollle halls from X
X
Kentucky where the greeueBt blue
grass in the world abounds; where X
nature smiles, a smile of sweet con- X
tent; where the sun shines almost as X
bright as In New Mexico; where the X
southern mocking bird and the night- X
ingale, warble to the moonlit heav X
and X
ens; where sparkling streams
other sparkling
beverages
gladden X
the hearts of men. But that is suf X
ficient We have no desire to enter X
Into that sort of a descriptive con X
test with Ollle. We realise our short X
comings In that respect but just the X
same it Is easy to see why, when it X
comes to sounding a keynote or two, X
Ollle has the aforesaid keynotes right X
in his vest pocket while the Judge X
from Esopus Is compelled to grope In X
X
exterior or interior darkness.
More and better keynotes are turn X
ed out In the state of Kentucky every X
day than are produced in Esopus N. X
Y. in a year. And Ollle stands
six X
feet three in his socks, which by way X
of conclusion, we must admit, helps X
X
seme in the keynote business.
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AT BALTIMORE CONVENTION.
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for president and Vice president
In the event that the Bal
CAUSE
timore convention sidetracks the Ne-J. D. Hind Entertalm Gompert and .1 '
braskan, Is the belief of H. O. Bursuni
8ema to B Leader of Party
of Boeorro, who returned
to AlbFAIRLY
In New State.
uquerque today after attending the naCapt. Brogan,
Paul A. F. Walter of the New Mexi- tional Republican convention in
Grant County.
Burro's.
Special Correspondence of the New
can has annexed Bill' Brogan formerly
H. ,R. Fry was showing some flue of
A great future for the entire Lnrds-bur- g
So Declares Representative Mexican.
the Albuquerque Herald and be
The
combination
ore
the
from
Bonnie
copper
near
for
and
Jean
district
the
Convention Hall, Baltimore, Md.,
particularly
never did a better Job In bis life. Capt. may seem a strange one," said Mr. Hon. R. E. Morrison ConfiJames W. Chaves Who
a
was
e
chunk
It
Eighty-Fivof
is
John
Lordsburg.
1.
In
mine,
by
heavy Brogan "Sunny Bill" Brogan or Hand- Bursuni today, "but It looks to me as
predicted'
the Democratic national
July
dent That President Will
Was at Chicago
convention, the great convention hall. Evans, for more than a year superin- sulphide, containing considerable na some William" Brogan as he Is vari- If it will come to pass. With Bryan
In
his tive copper. He says he has exposed ously known, Is one of the best news-Pape- r president and Roosevelt president of
with a capacity of seating twelve tendent of that property.
Be
thousand people, was crowded in the opinion, the recent combination of the about three feet of this material.
men New Mexico has ever seen the senate, the country would surely
e
Eighty-Fivcars of ore and with hla coming the New Mexican be run on a progressive basis. I bewith the Superior mine, mere were tweniy-sSECRETARY
OF
DELEGATION first Eesslon of the convention.
The notable event of the first day which was acquired by purchase, will shipped from LordBburg laBt week.
rounds out a staff that Is hard to beat. lieve that Bryan has been approached REFUTES
LIES
UHPAI6N
one
of the greatest properties
Lincoln County,
I' has been the privilege of the editor en the matter of a combine and that
win the fight made by Byan for tem- make
In
Eighty-Fiv- e
the
The
southwest.
In Lincoln coun of the News to make
Brogan's ac be has not given hla final answer thus
Hadley Could Have Had Nomi- - porary chairman. It was with the company, under the management of The mining Industry
ty, New Mexico, Is quite active The quaintance and his personality la on a far.
Contests t Chicago Were Fair
greatest difficulty that the chairman
v nation
For Presidency on
is
and
William
,
Rennon,
ship.
mining
"In my opinion, Roosevelt will run
Pecos
wwte OBk8j
and Bergeanl-at-arm8teadMy deveI. par with his newspaper work.
and officers ping to the Douglas smelters an aver-- Cat
ly Decided by National
for
the
0Dina.
on
a
News.
Ticket.
an
in
DreDarlne
hntM
mill Valley
third ticket,
presidency
Republican
and hundreds of policemen , kept
Committee.
between 3,000 and 4,000 tor the treatment or Its ore. Sufficient
even
age
if
ranging
Dem
lines
Bryan
with
the
up
any semblance of order.
tons of ore. The company was recently water has been
ocrats."
Hon, Charles L. Hunt.
developed, a pipe line
When Bryan began to speak, panRepresentative James W. Chaves of
offered $1,000,000 In cash for the prop- la t0 be put ln and the
Mr. Bursnm voted for McGovern for
Hon. Robert E. Morrison, one of tha-Taf-t
Charles L. Hunt, the recently .ap
congtructlon
Torrance county, chulruian of the demonium seemed to break loose, and
but refused It. The mine now of tt Iar
m ,needllv.
mllI
leaders at the Chicago convenHouse finance committee, who return- continued for several minutes. At In- erty,
pointed register at the IT. S. land office temporary chairman and took the
men.
140
the
agency Tho Cllt peopie haTe al80 opened u) a has been a resident of Union county, Roosevelt side on all questlon before tion, left for bis home at
Through
ed this week from the Chicago con- tervals In his Bpeech the applause employs
Presoott,'
of the company the district has been cotti ve tor tne vmmse ot
the
convention.
Albuquerque Herald, Arizona, last evening, after spending
8u,piytng New Mexico about ten years. He was
vention, was secretary of the New would Interrupt all business.
No
u ue nciny imiieruujeu m a the mill with fuel. The coal, like all born In St. Louis where
It Makes a Difference.
he attended
a
Mexico delegation and therefore had other speaker received such generous pruveu
his
with
father.
day
Judge A. L.
of approximately 600 feet. It is the White Oaks coal, Is of excellent school and later entered
much Insight into the events that oc- applause, and the more he waved his depth
college and Theodore Roosevelt, defeated and Morrison, on east Palace avenua. In
the plan of the Eighty-Fiv- e
manage- - quality.
the
honored
that
repudiated
by
party
graduated with high honors. He Is a
curred behind the curtains at the great hands for silence the greater would ment to lnstal a diamond
an Interview with a New Mexican redrilling outfit
Tne Gallinas district, In the north-nex- t thorough businessman and Is well him with the highest gift in its pow
convention. Chaves went as a Roose- bo the
fall and go to depth.
This will ern part of tne countyi , aga actve.
applause, regardless of appeals
er, but confident and buoyant with presentative, he said:
to
the
for
high position
equipped
velt man, and returns a firm believer of the officers by the fog-horYes, the convention at Chicago was
or prove not alone the depth to which the The Incline on the Deadwond is being which he has been
the success of his "new party
In Taft and predicts his
appointed and will hope of
one.
a history-makinIt was repreore carries but will determine values sunk to greater depth, the
playing of bands.
expectations no doubt All the position to the satis- left Chicago for New York. Roose sentative and
without a doubt. He saw enough, and
sturdy in defence of till.
When
nominated Kern for and extent of the mineralized area, being that It will get under the ore now faction of all. He came near
velt's departure was In striking con
being
heard enough of Roosevelt, at Chicago temporary Bryan
cardinal principles of the Republican!
chairman, It was believed, Upon these operations depend the in- - being worked in the drift's. This
nominated last fall as representative trast to his arrival Just nine days
to turn him and other delegates away
tbe
of a spur from the railroad. erty has been making ahipments of from our
that he would defeat Parker, but when
party. In defeating RooBevelt,
county and was a delegate ago. Then, like Napoleon, he wai ac
from their hero whose ways and man- Kern
he would resign as the can- With the instalatlon of this spur to high grade ore and the Incline seems to our state convention. His high or claimed as the "Conquering Hero. seal of condemnation was placed on
ners offended some of the Rough Rid- didatesaid
e
and nearby prop, to be between two large ore seams. der of
idea of third term- Thousands upon thousands thronged the
If Parker would do the same, serve the Eighty-Fivability Is recognized by all. He
er's closest friends.
and the latter refused, and Kern nom ertles, the chief difficulty of the dlst- - and it Is believed that depth will tap has been successful as a ranchman and the streets and boulevards and gave Ism. You bave doubtless, heard of
Mr. Chaves declares that yesterhim
a noisy Rooseveltlan greeting. the uncalled for accusations made by
inated Bryan to make the flahr. rlct will have been overcome. Much one or both. The Red Cloud Is being has a beautiful home near lone where
day's Associated Press dlspntch that Bryan hastened
to pick
of he has a large body of grazing land. When he left, he folded his tent and the Colonel and his managers that
the stand greater tonnage than la now produced prospected with the expectation
Hadley of Missouri might ard his lieutenant had up
be
out
were
could
taken
the
stole
trantpor- starting development work. Mining We welcome him and Mrs. Hunt to the
quietly away. There was no Taft secured control of the Convenlet fall, and
have had the nomination for the pres
himself at the head of his tation facilities afforded. After prov- - men have been looking over the Hick-'Geof New Mexico where we demonstration. Even the police detail tion by fraud. I was a member of
plnclng
City
1b
on
Mr.
based
absolute
fact.
idency,
ing tne property to deptn it Is tne plan 0ry, and the report Is that a sale is hope prosperity and happiness will had dwindled to a corporal's guard as the Committee on credentials
was
Chaves asserts that the forty minute column, plunged Into the fight. But of
the management to Bink a four com- - probable. The Corona Queen people ever continue to be their lot.
to the army of bluecoats
constantly In attendance, and beard
Clayton compared
demonstration for Hadley was spon It was his Waterloo, and not Auster- which escorted him to his hotel on every word of evidence and all the
partment shaft from the surface and are settling the legal difficulties which Citizen.
taneous and absolutely overwhelming litz.
his arrival. Denver News.
The frlendB of Wilson thought they to carry on mining upon a larger scale have hampered the property, for two
arguments In the contested cases. As
Will Win.
Luna
Sure
Taft
In Its force. But Hadley declined beman
nas ever Detore oeen
or three yeare and It Is only a matter
The Whiskey Creek Bill.
Hon.
Solomon
lawyer In active practice for over
Luna, Ppubllcan
cause of his frail health, and because, saw an opportunity and threw votes in the district. The companyattemptea
Is now of a short time until work
beginB national
The people of Arenas valley would thirty years my experience has taught
committeeman from New
as the Associated Press stated yester- of New Jersey and Pennsylvania to operating tnrougn a tunnel at tae end there.
Mexico, returned to Albuquerque thl express thanks to the Grant county me how to weigh evidence, and I state
day, of his loyalty to Roosevelt, the Bryan, but the friends of Harmon of which a winze haB been sunk fori There is much
activity in the iron morning on the California limited representatives in the state legisla- moRt positively that no contest case
that 300 feet. The Miser's Chest property districts of the Galllnas
Rough Rider refusing to get out of and Underwood checkmated
mountains.
from Chicago, where he has been for ture, viz Messrs W. B. Walton, Rob presented to ojr Committee
would
the way or to consent to Hadley's move by casting their votes for Par- is working a small force of men and Eastern iron men are
looking the the past three weeks, attending first, ert H. Boulware and Arthur S. Good-el- have met with success before either
nomination. Mr. Chaves cannot speak ker. This enabled the New York and opening up good ore, but is not ship- over and the representatives the strenuous sessions
ground
of the com
too highly of Hadley ub a man and as Illinois delegations, by casting 148
for their effortB In securing the court or Jury. In most of the cases,
ping. It is the plan of this company of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Com
mittee, and the even more strenuouB passage of an act, recently approved the Roosevelt members of the comc political leader.
votes en block to decide the fight for to lease Its holdings, Mr. Evans says,
on the ground. The
are
pany
expected
Mr.
national convention.
Luna was by the governor, changing the name mittee smiled broadly as they voted
On the other hand, the demonstraParker, and defented any chance of The Atwood' mine, which has been owners are preparing lo do their
to the com of
tion led by a woman with a portrait, Bryan being nominated for temporary
Whiskey creek to Rio de AremiB, to seat the Roosevelt delegates. In
down for some time for shaft sessment work early this year, and unanimously
New
Mexico
mittee
the
by
delegation,
of Roosevelt, was manufactured and president or for candidate for Presl- - repairs, will go to work
shortly, he nearly all the work will be done with after sixteen years of continuous and the region contiguous thereto as the Arizona cases, the contest was
woman
actress
an
paid for, the
being
aent
Arenas valley; and would request the of the very flimsiest character and on
said. There are a number of other the Idea of showing tonnage. The iron
beginning his fifth term. Next hearty
Kib-beand common report having it that she
of Governor
of the newspapers
The defeat of Bryan by Tammany smaller properties at work in the dlst- - Ic pronounced the very best and the service,
to the venerable Powell Clayton
of
was paid $1,000 for the stunt.
he was practically forced to adof Silver City and the citizens generHall seemed like dropping an
rict and the situation has never ap- - only thing to do is expose the quantity,
Arkansas, Mr. Luna is the oldest
The part taken by National Commi- wet blanket on the convention. Bryan peared so flattering as at this time.
the
ally In making the change effective. It mit himself out of court. Still
It is reported that one eastern outfit member of the committee In
tteeman Solomon Luna In the commitpoint
lost interest, walked out
The work of enlarging the George offered an owner $250,000 for his prop- - of continuous service. He was named is the earnest deslie of the people Roosevelt members voted to seat the
apparently
tee, of which he Is the second oldest ol the convention
of
disintercontestants.
The Btrongest
Arenas valley that the former name
with Utter zinc concentrator at PInos Altos erty If he would go ahead and show a member of the
apparently
to
member In point of service, the veter- threats
of
Iti about completed and this
name ested evidence of the unjustness
of revenge.
week it he has anything over 400,000 tons of discuss with President Taft the selec be dropped and the official
an Powell Clayton of Arkansas, alone
is the fact that Mr.
now
ore
contests
the
be
to
In current speech is soon as, these
At the evening session when Parker will
started
ore. A car
showing.
adopted
treating
tion
of
of
the
chairman
the
commit
exceeding him in years of service, was was
W. A. Franklin is having a hoist
La Follette member
expected to Bound the keynote for load of zinc concentrates wns shipped
tee, who will direct the president's possible. For and in behalf of the L. H. Gody, the
absolutely consistent, says Mr. Chaves, the Democratic
installed upon the Revenue claim at
, of
the Committee from.
C. C.
Wisconsin,
but because people of Arenas valley.
campaign, Bryan and last week to Oklahoma and another Is
campaign for
and It was readily seen that Mr.
s
voted to sustain the National ComFort Bayard, N. M.
of his friends failed to ap- being loaded now. With the enlnrged ; Jlcarilla.
of business matters at home
could
Luna's quiet ways and forceful charColfax County.
mill
it is expected that at
It Waa a Mistake.
mittee in the Arizona and other cases.
not go on to Washington.
acter made htm one of the strong men pear In the convention hall. It least operating
two If not three carloads will be
We
Two mining prospectors from
believe Governor McDonald The following from the Chicago In
comment.
When
"Although there were strenuous
of caused universal
of the committee. The frame-un
s
weekly. Some two or three orado, arrived In town Monday
times In the Chicago convention, and made a grave mistake when he vetoed
speaks for Itself:
the Roosevelt contests, even In Cali- Bryan was a factor it was very diffiRoosevelt
ago, It was discovered that the m(ti on their way to Baldy Mountain, although the rivalry between the Taft that part of the appropriation bill
'Sentiment
against
fornia, was bo palpably flimsy, that cult to get tickets of admission. With Colorado Fuel and Iron
company had wnere tney wm loox ovr the mInes and Roosevelt forces was keen to the which gave the commissioner of pub- among the LaFollette men in Wiseven the Roosevelt national commit- Bryan humiliated, and three-fourth- s
In
overlooked
its survey of a group wl,h
vlew nf renRWlI- 1- ,
ork nn point of bitterness, the outcome of lic lands $6,500 to be expended for im- consin Is said to have increased In
teemen, In most Instances voted to or more of the seats vacant, the of claims, at
Fierro, nearly one whole tne mneg wnlc at one me were the fight was wholesome and will, In migration work. The governor gave the last few days. A. T. Rogers, naushers and ofriclalB had orders to let
spat the Taft contestees.
u
euor
ana
uuuui
acres,
i.o
known
the riche8t m,neg
the my, opinion, result In more of unity, as his reason that the commissioner tional committeeman from Wisconsin,
Mr. Chaves spoke to Bryan and also everybody enter that appeared with or iMumi,
terprising and, well known women of cou,
,
but haye 8ce
d strength and aggressive action than Is already overburdened with responsi- and S. H. Cady, Wisconsin member of
with many of the Con-- without tickets.
. .
Fierro, learning of It, proceeded to j
we have had for some years past," bilities and work. We will agree with the credentials committee, according
The delegates from New Mexico Ji
esBmen. Senators and statesmen
..
.
him perfectly there, but we would go to
ump It and have had the assessment ,,.
,
said Mr. Luna this afternoon.
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and Colorado Springs, having recov Albuquerque Monday. The remalnB
St
like crazy at Chicago and Balti- certain to result from It.
but we must not stop here. We must! now. The Issue stands squarely as John K. Stauffer, Mr. Stauffer, who Is
were brought here today and burled
ered from a severe cold.
X more, when these real problems
launch out on even broader lines and! between stable government and chaos. a staunch Blue Mountain Democrat,
Miss Vera Hlnkle, daughter of Sen. In the Catholic cemetery. He leaves
The Democratic
Si
are crying for, and are capable
platform should make this Cltv the meera for InnrlHlNiThA anllH. mtliatuntlal fltlTon urWhnr declares that Pennsylvania Is surely
Rosin America a young wife and many
and Mrs. J. F. Hlnkle of
Si
have made prohibition, and not the'from all over the world.
of, solution.
It can bo'he tolls wlh hi hand, nr ! In the1 going for Wilson and Marshall this alor started this
friends who sympathize with her in
for
Boles,
morning
(well,
camiue
oi
tne
done. All that Is necessary In a strons: office of eeneral' manager, will vote the Fall,
mini,
leauiug issue
she will pend about six this sad hour ot bereavement,
where
W."
Luther
Mo.,
.on
and
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSX paign.
all
for
Jones
Goodrich
Santa Fe,
pull,
together,
Republican ticket.
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Politics and Politicians

Lakewood Citizen Lured to Europe, by
Fraud and Went Down on
fl
Titanlo.

1

abnormally Democratic. To error is
human, but to continue to error Is the
part of the fool. The Republican party
in this state has a chance to redeem Itself from past mistakes by nominating
for Congress some experienced man
who is not only qualified to hold th
position, but possesses the confidence
of the voters as well. Pecos1 Valley
News.

INTERESTING EVEN IF IT
IS A YELLOW YARN

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

Senorlta Lucia D'Aragon Leaves Gay
Little New York for Her Uncle's
Lonely Ranch.

Stranger Things Have Happened.
C. D. Miller.
Strangers in Questa are at times puz
One of the lust official acts of State
zled
over the action of some of our
(Roswell Morning News.)
New York, July 3. If you were
JOY IN THE JUNGLE.
ognzed" form of advertising at all.
Engineer C. D. Miller was the ap
youngsters. To old timers It is no unLake Arthur Is somewhat agitated
handsome
woman
of
artistic
young
Stop to think for a second; through
proval of the changes of diversion of CVuC mia nf rhnea nnhallmidnliU kun. They're dancing In Mombasa,
temperament would you renounce New- usual sight to see a youngster hop on
tne Citizens ditch. Hei also granted
There Is laughter, there are smiles; all tills noise, turmoil and hour-lon,
.
Umt como to communltles
York to live on a ranch, even If there one foot and then hop on the other,
demonstrations suppose one man
the Capital Securities Co. change of , m a ,
wnUe
were an estate worth more than $100, wheeze, cough a spasm, hop again and
number of The rearing of the lions
Sized Up the Colonel.
U version
south
for
from the Turley
the sake ot illustrUnderwood,
whoop; then more whoops and throw
id'uke Amw peopie have been the re. Can be heard for twenty miles,
000 as a prize?
1 hat Colonel Roosevelt s managers
ditch survey to the Intake of the
ationhad Btood out conspicuously
The chatter of the monkeys
enU of Men fmm M&
That Is what vIvscIoub little Lucia off a gob of phlegm the size ot a bis
to
at
offered
votes
buy
that
Hammond ditch. In retiring Mr. MU-l,tof
use
with
full
Chicago;
the
a
cuit, bulge out the eyes, take another
page dally ad.
that R Ru8g,an noDleman ,. Wakes the echoes round about;
the colonel read himself out of the D'Aragon, daughter of one of the old whoop, look around and smile. This Is
In The Baltimore News.
ler, Governor McDonald has let go a snmo n,ho, fopoln ,,,
The Jungie knows the colonel
est Spanish families In the SouthweBt
of
his
of
tactics
good
by
a game thai IB quite popular. Thsy
party
regard
this
mighty capable and efficient man.-Sa- n "j cerated In durance vile In that country
The
Is
only
News
not
week
Has at last been counted but,
reaching
going to do. And it all came about
'
j .v
...
Juan Index.
only every voter In the convention It- bluster and fustian, and that hi
and that he has in bis possession pa Ha
,
the odd will left by her eccen call It whoop' and cough. Questa Ga
through
zette.
self, but the grenter part of the mass claims of progresslvelsm were conclu tric old groatuncle, Jose
pers that contain information as to The hartebeests are waltzing
r
D'Aragon
ot Democratic public sentiment, which slvely refuted by his alliance with who died recently on his vast estate
Toombs at the Chicago Convention. hidden wealth, and that If the re
Round the hippos tut and fair; ,
Wife-Mad- e
Men.
this week is concentrated here In Bal- the harvester and steel trusts, are in Pajarito, Quay county, New Mexico.
The Honorable 0. T. Toombs and cipient of the letter will bring a sum The elephants are marching
statements of Judge Ezra E. Elliot of
timore. One first-clas- s
The first passion of a woman Is her
Sheriff R. T. Mansker returned from of money to Madrid, with which to buy
With the springboks debonair; ,
paper, like
Four
Miss
ame
years
ago
D'Aragon
the News offered the opportunity for Del Norte, a delegate to the Republi
,,
Chicago where they were attending off the Jailers, the Bald nobleman will The rTllnoB join the cheering
to this city with her sister, MrB. A. M, love for her chldren.
can national convention, who is at
an
Is that true?
.convention. liirn dver the said papers and permit
the Republican national
And the zebras raise a shout;
to study music.
campaign, absolutely
her
fath
But
Harper,
the Brown Palace.
national In' Its Bcope,
If it Is true, her second passion Is
They were of great assistance during hl3 rescuers to go and find the money The big game knows the colonel
er and her greatuncle opposed her
"Had Roosevelt remained at OyBter course so
the steam-rolle- r
process In tooting nnd then a division will be made. You
Suppose day after day, In bold,
Has at last been counted out.
that when her fath her desire to make a man of her husbitterly
would
said
think
not
the whistle and were presented a
any one would fall
Judge Elliot, "Instead of er, called In New Mexico "the Spanish band.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
powerful display advertising of the Bay,"
special vote of thanks by the majority for a game like that would you? But
We hear much about self-mad- e
type that any good merhcant or busi- going to Chicago and placing himself cattle king," died leaving a large es
men.
is
It
now
out
a
conceded
at
were
that
the
the hoodlum element In tate, all but a small
of the convention.
head
of
generally
They
ness man would use, Underwood had
Hard Job.
portion of It went It might do us good to bear more
the
he
en
had
an
not
for a jolly good time and to say they Lake Arthur citizen has fallen for a
shown
galleries;
to her sister and to a brother living about
to the Democratic
men.
George Ade is trying to find out, been presented
ll
art A thnt hn nl.n m.l
had it puts it mildly as both of them oatna llb
But the uncle had
There are a lot of them. Mny of
"what a "Progressive really Is." Now party tne reasons way he should be vlnus and arrogant disposition, as he in Chicago.
did
have a happy faculty of abstracting his death on the Titanic. The Lake
when
he
checked
the
demonstra
other way of causing her to forsake the best men In the world the greatthat depends on whether you ask nominated, the things he stands for,
all the fun possible out of every Arthur citizen was James H. Bracken
tion for Governor Hadley of Missouri
New York.
est statesmanship, science, art
lit
LaFollelle, Bryan or Clark the things he has done, and from
situation that arises. They would a well driller. He has been the re Roosevelt, can
and
later
accused
of
treach
His will provides that unless she erature have freely
Hadley
an Inference as to the things he
these
e
definition
acknowle!lk"d
and
you
get
sizzling
some
these
of
of
have proceeded on to Baltimore to cipient
bulldo-ln- g
letters, and from each
had
he
left
his
vowed
to
to
tactics
within
six
months
return
ery;
will
do.
tlielr Indebtedness to women. Perhafl
one, differing entirely from
offer the Democrats some valuable made a confident of a number of peo-rl- e
at home, repudiated 'Bill' Flinn, the his ranch and take charge of it his en to
one.
tneir wives tlieyare indebted pos- Every day his advertising manager
here, who advised against paying the one you got from the other
advice but pressing business on the
with
tire
acres
its
its
and
and
6,000
W.
estate,
Per
boss,
George
Pittsburg
could
have analyzed the day's develHerald.
slbly to other women.
part of Mr. ManBker prevented and any attention to It. But Bracken evi- Albuquerque
the agent for the harvester and 10,000 and more head of cattle, would
kins,
A
wise wife is Bhe who completely
opments, and taken advantage of evthe Democrats are certainly the losers dently believed In the proposition,
to other members of the family. He
fills her function, being comrade and
ery possible point in the day's news steel trusts, who provided his cam go
Yet, They Are Still Alive.
valuable complied with all the conditions, such
as they could offer som
added
at
the bottom of the will this lit source
palgn fund, and had he bowed the
Considerable quandary has been In- for his candidate's advantage.
of Inspiration. If she doesn't
tle note: i.ucia, the great city is not
pointers on the subject of steam roll as cabling to the address of the "come
He could have focused attention on party that his vaunted progresslvelsm
do It, ome other woman may. Not
hun vested by the people as to "how the
ers since the process In Chicago Inter nos" an raised about thirty-fiv- e
the
a
for
place
is not tainted by his evil
Spanish gentlewoman
alliances
ested them more than any other fea- dred dollars in cash and left for Spain county officers are living without his man. He could have crystullzed
And Miss D'Aragon, after four years every wife earnestly seeks to be a
Well, we are sure we can't sentiment for him. Underwood, for with Big Business, there might have in the
Not every one
ture of the great convention. Clayton although It was announced he was go- salaries."
with bis views and helpful companions.
city,
agrees
been another story written at Chica
ho tries succeeds.
Citizen.
ing to Texas. Since that time nothing answer as to how, hut they're doing example, would have had the privilege
to return. She Is only 20 and
f
going
mm
has been heard from him direct except it Juat the same and they re not of addressing not only the entire con go.
The wife who contributes to her
came here from the Loretto Heights
You
"Outside of the noisy California and
one communication
from
A Cosmopolitan Table.
Boston, embezzling the county's funds.
vention, but the audience besides, bo
convent. In Denver, where she had husband's uplift and helps to enlarge
a
officer
and
a
see,
newspaper that every word he uttered oould Pennsylvania delegations, the national
county
while on. the wsyum i ,i f I
pent most of her girlhood. She was Ills vision must not be denied high
Upon the arrival of No. 34 at noon Mass.,
was overwhelmingly horn
This was received by John Kings- man are the only two classes of men have been heard by everyone.
He convention
in Saragossa, Aragon, Spain. An credit for his career.
The best part
Wednesday State Superintendent
on
who
solved
the
have
earth
who
and
problem
those
could have done this with his audi- against Roosevelt;
Nothing being of
other greatuncle is
M. A ol many a man is the feminity which
N. White and Professor W. T. Con ton, of Lake Arthur.
to
live."
"How
to
were
move
at
first
inclined
Join
a
In attentive
ence listening
Otero, of the territory of New Mexico, comes from his wife. High character
silence,
way, the latter from the A. and M heard from Bracken in the! meantime,
Yes, they are living. Jno. Taylor's
ment for the colonel's nomination and she Is the cousin of General Ar- which counts for his success
may hav
College. Las Cruces, a delegation of the American Consul' at Madrid, Spain- still taking In the cole seeds for taxes. and as often and to as great length as were
from
turned
him
the
notorious
by
teachers, beaded by County Superin- was written to and his answer that
mljo, who was prominent In Mexican originated in her, His Ideals may
are still making a he desired.
Await
Zerwer
and
of
W.
Pier
George
activity
met
Perkins,
rived a few days lingo stated that
Had this been done by any good can'
tendent Mrs. Wallace L. Gumm,
military councils.
have come from her; to her he may
of those
little gilt edge
and
pont Morgan's representative,
In her sister's apartment at No. 1690 owe his purpose.
the distinguished guests and accom- Bracken spent five days in Spain and' specialty of
aggressively, it Bill' Flinn.
that makes two dldate consistently,
paper
parcels
a
but
ProHardly
delegate
she
hotel.
on
said yesterday, "New
left for Southampton, England,
Broadway,
And her joy in It Is exquisite. This
panied them to the Gurney
hearts beat as one. Ambrose Ivey Is more than probable that he would
fessor Taylor, conductor of the Lincoln his way home. He left Madrid at has all the school teachers In New have had the nomination long before knew that Wall street, following Pres- York Is not a place for a Spanish is a woman's great work and in it
John-seto
ident
Taft's
the
direction
woman.
Uncle
Mrs.
attorney
was
Grace
and
Jose
such
oung
a
Southtime
that
his
arrival at
right. there is keen pleasure.
county normal,
Roswell RegMexico working in his department In this.
It ister Tribune.
assistant, later arrived and all ampton would about be timed with an effort to get the assessed valuation
A Boston man has shown what can general a year ago to proceed against It is gay, but not full of real life.
proceeded to the dining room to par- the departure or the Titanic. Nothing of Curry county. Prof. Mersfelder is be done with public sentiment through the money combine with criminal Is noisy, not restful, I thought my
music I compose would be Inspired
take of the good things supplied by has been heard from Bracken since, still wondering what his salary will the use of newspaper advertising. It prosecutions, raised a fund of $3,000,-00Those Who Fail.
to push the Roosevelt candidacy. I if I came here. But the plains and
this popular hotel. There were just but since the arrival of the book that be, but be's
the goods in can be better done more sanely,
delivering
How shrunken and pitiful a thing.
know that negro delegates great blue hills in the distance will in
eleven seated around the table, and has been published on the wreck of the same old way. Sheriff Moye and with less
personally
sensationalism, than it has were offered as
how hollow a delusion is the
Professor Taylor suggested1 that each this big liner, the name of James II. Deputy Dean are still putting them ever been done
high as $1,000 apiece spire me more. I have learned the
by Mr. LawBon. And
ccess of
men and
But the ideals and
to switch from Taft to Roosevelt, and technique here.
write name and native state, in order Beacon appears among the passenger behind the bars for wrong doing and
no
how
matter
the candidate,
many
can not grow in this city of omen.
to ascertain how many states were list ns one of
lost. Mr. Bracken If they get out they soon catch them parties are In the field this summer the Roosevelt treasury was full to nsplration
the
Like the eo'dler who, when Gale- alls. It stifles the mind. I can not
represented. Starting with the origi- always uses an
"r" In again, and the County Surveyor sur- and fall, who wakes up to a realiza- overflowing all the time.
nator of the idea, the pencil and tab
In the face of this knowledge, the have the fresh air with the wild free rlus sacked the camp of the Persians,
Main Btreet and fixed the stakes tion of the fact that
his
looks
which
veyed
name,
writing
really
advertispolitical
ideas of the open. I do not go back found a bag of shining leather filled
was passed from one to another and
more like an "e" than an "r" and for a high water mark; the Journal ing has largely
been conducted convention repudiated Colonel Roose because of the estate; I welcome the
1th pearls and carefully
when the roll was completed it was
preserved
velt. The third party Immediately
thuB the mistake could easily be made. man has ordered another rain and all
channel
except the
through every
chance to break away, with an excuse. the bag but threw away the contents,
found that only two claimed the same
a fellow of good Judg In ail, we can state to this prosperous best, and adopts that best, will go In- sprang Into existence. ThiB IndepenBracken
waB
In. other
state as their birthplace.
I shall forget all these clothes. I they will find that they have spurned
ment, and also almost one of the last convention race who have Inhabited to the running with a long lead over dent movement cannot defeat Presi- shall
words, the eleven individuals repre
put on leggins and short skirts true riches, real success, to hug to
dent Taft for
Eastern New Mexico that the county any
but, you
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to
be
taken
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in
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by
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who
no
matter
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follows:
as
competitor,
sented ten states
nd ride the live-lon- g
day. It will be their hearts things that are false and
may be sure, Roosevelt's new party
a
as that, especially as he had officers, are sure enough alive and are may be, or what his party.
J. B. Taylor, Kentucky.
will have millions of Wall street dol- lonely maybe, but I think not. New worthless.
However, any parcels of food
been warned t'aat It was a fake pure well.
The News, properly jsed here in
S. W. Kelsey, Kansas.
is
York
Achievement is not sways success,
very lonely. Grandfather
and simple. But he evidently did fall that may be brought in by citizens Baltimore, would have done Infinitely lars. Rocky Mountain News.
W. T. Conway, Arkansas.
new this and was afraid. You cannot while reputed failure often is.
office and
Journal
can
the
at
be
left
for It and paid for it with his life. FicMrs. W. L. Gumm, Michigan.
trust many people here. They smile
Many a poor cripple who struggles
the editor will be personally respon- more to bring out a nomination than
tion does not have a look in with truth
Mrs. R. E. Blaney, Iowa.
but do not mean It. On the plains, under his handicap, doing his best
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY
sible for the Bate (?) delivery of packing Convention Hall.
for strangeness in lots and lots of same. Donations of ham and
MORA COUNTY TEACHERS. they do not smile unlesB they do mean to make himself
MIbs Callie Thompson, Texas;
Page advertisements in it may yet
useful, trying to reSpring
.Tnhnflnn. flhln
cases. Since the above a telegram chickens will be
lira
it. Marry? But an easterner? No, I flect a little sunshine in the darkness
accepted each morn help to break a deadlock and bring
was received from the officers of the
Praise for Governor McDonald, Super think not. He would not like the and to make a home a little
John A. Haley, Texas.
brighter,
ing before eight o'clock. Clovis Jour about a strong nomination, and the
'
S. C. Burnett, Missouri.
lalns forever, and I well, I long for but never
intendent of Public Instruction
White Star Steamship line at New nal.
proper use of newspaper space this
expecting special recognithem.
Tennessee.
York
White and Others.
N.
Alvan
White,
stating that James H. Bracken,
fall will win an flection. Baltimore
tion here or hereafter, will light high
Carrlzozo o New Mexico, U. S. A., was among
"I shall take my piano with me, and above
J. K. Koonco, Mississippi.
wews.
A Possible Deadlock In November.
,
that of a nation's conquerer.
The following resolutions from Mora I will compose there, free, wild songs.
News.
the passengers and that he went down
When the genius of true history unThe possibility that Colonel Roose
Playing Safe.
Is
Here
It
You
all
cannot
ragtime.
received
been
have
Alvan
with the ship. One other Btep can anj velt's new party may poll a few elec
by
of earth's real benefacDid you know that a Socialist, a county
It is Just chop turn- rolls the scro'l
If you are a housewife you cannot will be taken to verify the certainty toral votes, and thus prevent any can Democrat and a Republican are getting N. White, Superintendent of Public In think melodies.
It will be found that many who
turn chop turn-turfs the sound tors,
It
be
to
a
Bracken's
and
is
healthy
o'
phothat
hope
reasonably
death,
dldate from getting a majority of the out the Moriarty Messenger. Who struction:
of the city. I will' be glad to be away stand highest In the list were
beautiful by washing dishes, sweeping tograph of his signature
where he electoral college, is beginning to ex- - can beat that combination? Moriarty
during their lives. The
We, the undersigned,
members of from It. Maybe, I will miss the noise
and doing housework all day, and booked bis passage will be made, so cite some attention.
In that case the Messenger,
the Committee on Resolutions, duly si- - and the bustle after four years. Maybe, name of many a servant will be above
crawling into bed dead tired at night. that any doubts whatever can be abso House would be called upon to choose '
pointed by the members of the Mora but I do not think so. If I do, why. that of his master. Many a humble
You must get out into the open air and lutely cleared up.
the President, each state, small and
Only Until the Next Election.
employe will be found to have been
County Institute, held in the county then I will come back."
I
vote
to
sunlight. If you do this every day and
vote
one
and
that
having
Hon. Malaquls Martinez was In the
trge
in reality more successful than the
t, beg leave to report the follow
be cast as the majority of its members
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city this week from his ranch at El ing:
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which he worked.
It Resolved, That we
First:
when needed, you should become both
OPENED TO HEIGHTS.
states in the present House which, of politics, and will now devote his atten- press our sincere
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w
True human history
ill be enrich
gratitude
healthy and beautiful. For sale by all
is the chamber which would tion to his stock and farm Interests worthy
ed with the story, not of the useless
County School Superintendent
Daughter of General Stephen Watti course,
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Figured
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Marcy.
any
success; and furthermore, for his
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, state rs- his favorite brother might be sent to
DAMAGE AT DEMINQ.
between the parties, the Republicans
The Socialists Object.
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Ellen Kearny Bascome, a daughter of even division between the states there
The girl who smothered her longing
enMarch.
black em- to enable him to make his report more a shorter and more convenient
red
of
socialism
and
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flag
Major General Stephen Watts Kearny, is a
possibility for deadlocks and seri- blem of the pirate. We do not know thoroughly to our Superintendent of trance than the present one from for a higher education, or sacrificed
whose entry Into Santa Fe and proc- ous embarrassments.
the
for marriage and a
if he is Infringing on either's copy- Public Instruction Hon. Alvan N. Washington avenue, nearly opposite homeprospects
Deming, N. M., June 27. A good lamation to the Mexican people, Is
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a direct
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thus
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rain fell
one of the great events In New Mexi- - on to elect a President. There was a
never
of her aged parents and was
difference as the colors are not fast
Second: That Whereas, we will all rente from Palace avenue at the
making
valley yesterday afternoon,
It will be remembered that MrB. tie In the electoral vote in 1800, beknown outside the little circle of a
the first precipitation of any extent Bascome wns In Santa Fe a few years tween Jefferson and Burr, each of and will come out in the wash. Sierra bear in mind our grateful rememb- ccurt house. Hon. L. B. Prince, who few friends, will loom
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Free Press.
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cloud
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true record of human
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a few days. From here he will leave established themselves close
worth and
Gaines, who have today.
zone
The Oolf Club has or two before returning to his home,
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The following well known Albuquer- - of
with young peoCarrlzozo Outlook,
the Carson forest reserve, with been fairly swarming
Santa Fe during the past winter, re- que businessmen arrived last evening
Penitentiary Warden J. B. McManus
pie and their affairs during the past
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has returned from Albuquerque where
Last evening
regular
Mrs. J. M. Hawkins arrived Thurs
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arrive
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Rt. Rev Cameron Mann, bishop of time later. Alamogordo News.
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table was very attractive with its big nix, Arizona, in Mr. Caldron's1 automo- tonight to
H. C. Hamlll of thU city. Mrs. ThornSanta Fe on next Tuesday and will
ton was the drat white woman resident main over Sunday and will take the
green willow basket of liberty roses, bile spent Sunday ln this city enroute
service at the church of the Holy remain over the Fourth and Fifth to
eastward. They will reach Las Vegas
of Colorado.
Burlington (la.) Hawkeye.
Faith. Bishop Mann will be the guest witness the DeVargas pageant.
in time for the big battle on the
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the Republican national convention, day with a fine
day
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mountain to be ptomaine poisoning, but which
next month from Goshen, Ind., to
string of
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ness. Albuquerque Herald.
the National Soldiers' Home,
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Carrlzoo News.
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Wh e her ultimate
views in and about this city, which Saturday returning Sunday Moriarty o' a thousand acres, Is especially note
their home ln Clovis Saturday of cent Ban tariura.
co very Is now pract ca ly assured
worthy. Mr, Shlmer believes that the this week, after a four months' ah- will be feateured in the Elmendorf lec- Messenger.
eveul
ho will be an Invalid for
W. M. Potsch, the hardware sales- Mountalnalr Chautauqua will certainly sence at the
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vlitlng
Speaker
the Montezuma.
F. W. Drake, general manager of but Mr. Mubry remained at Santa Fe nonieeastern cities expects to make a tour
Word has been received that H. A.
J. Porter .Tones returned to Albu- the Santa Barbara Tie Hnd Pole Com- for a Tew days on some business In
of Canada before returning.
at
to Congress W. H. An- querque last night from Santa Fe.
pany, accompanied by his sister, Miss which he was Interested. Mr. Mabry Dunshee Is at Santa Fe working
Masonic
Katherlne Drake, and Miss Mildred If completing his law study and when the carpenter trade on the
drews Is visiting In New York and Albuquerque Herald.
who is Miss admitted to practice will be located at temple. He has made a bid on the
Good Roads Engineer John D. Mer- - Fox, ot Albuquerque,
Washington.
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PURIFIERS
As the Lion is Monarch
of the Forest, so S. S. S. is

King of Blood Purifiers and
master over an Diooa aiseases.
Pure, rich blood and a free
EHr circulation is the surest pre
vention against tne aiseases
and disorders which are con
stantly attacking our physical
systems. Healthy blood stimulates the excretory members and
enables them to filter out of the system everything that is not necessary or beneficial to the growth and development of the body. Thus
we are apt to remain healthy unless there is a weakening of tho
vital fluid or an impure infection of the circulation.
Imperfect bipod takes various forms in its outward manifestation.
A weak, watery circulation denotes anaemia with its attendant evils
of pale, waxy complexions, malarial conditions, or perhaps some more
definitely marked disorder is shown. Frequently the blood becomes
Infected with acrid humors, and Eczema, Tetter, Acne, or some other
tkin affection makes its appearance, while an excess of uric acid in
the circulation produces Rheumatism with its pains and aches.
Old Sores and Ulcers are likewise dependent on bad blood, these
places being kept open and in a state of irritation by the drainage of
pollution which disordered blood constantly discharges into them.
Another common indication of weak, impure blood is the loss of
condition of
appetite, tired, worn out feeling and a general
the system. This is an ailment very prevalent in the Spring and most
persons so afflicted realize the necessity of overcoming the trouble by
the use of a tonic.
We recommend to all In need of a blood purifier or tonic, the
use of S. S. S., a medicine which has proven itself the greatest of aH
blood purifiers.
It goes down into the circulation and removes all impurities, humors and poisons and makes the blood pure and
It purifies and strengthens weak deteriorated blood,
Supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and lavs the founda
a toniu
tion tor goou neaun.
S. S. S. has no equal and those who
THE BEST BLCOB PURIFIER are
beginning to feel the need of
such a medicine to fortify themTHE
TONIC
BEST
IS
selves against the unpleasant conditions which come with Spring
nd rnrlv Summer, should commence Its use at once. S. S. S.. the
jKing of Blood Purifiers, is a genuine blood cleanser, made eniirely
Ifrom roots, herbs and barks; it does not contain a particle of minral
lin any form. - You could not do better than begin the use of S. S. S.
if from any cause your blood is weaK or impure. i. s. b. cures an
troubles due to a deranged circulation, and you will find it the most
satisfactory tonic you ever used. Write for book on the blood and
any medical advice. No charge for either.
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THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
wiring of this and another large build- ber camp at Hodges, Taos county.
contract
George H. Van Stone of Estancla,
ing and if he secures the
came up last evening from Albuquer-ouMr. Guagy will leave to assist him.
Sail Juan Democrat.
Carlos Viera, a local artist will j Dr. D. Allison was In Santa Fe last
ieave in a few weeks for a long trip evening on his way from Taos to Las
to the various pueblos of the state. He Vegas.
by Mrs. Viera
will be accompanied)
J. G. Allard, of the Internal Revenue
and they will go overland ln a moun- Service at Denver, Is ln the Capital on
tain wagon. Mr. Viera Is making the official business.
Mrs. N. Salmon and daughter Salome
trip to secure sketches- for a collection of Indian paintings which will be returned this afternoon from a visit to
exhibited at the exposition In San
Sandoval county.
Diego

ln

Jemez,

1915.

Professor J. E. Taylor, superintendent of the Demlng schools, rtturned
to Demlng from Carrlzozo where he
had been conducting a county institute, and left Demlng Sunday for
Santa Fe where he goes to attend a
meeting of the state examining board
of which he is a member. This board
reviews the manuscripts of teachers
applying or certificates and deter
mines the grades.
T. J. Sanford this week departed
for Santa Fe, where he will take up
his duties with the corporation commission. His family will spend the
summer at the home of Mrs. Sanford's
parents, near Del Rio, TexaB. While
Mr. Sanford was a resident of Malaga,
still the people of CarlBbad regret his
departure the game as if he lived here,
and Join in wishing him a pleasant
home in the Ancient and every prosperity. Carlsbad Argus.
Judge Frank W. Parker has return
ed to Las Cruces from Santa Fe In his
automobile, driving by the way of Du- ran and Alamogordo, passing through
Three Rivers and Tularosa by followrailroad from
ing the Rock Island
near Torrance. The Judge reports the
road ln good condition generally with
the exception of some bad ruts in the
vicinity of San Augustine that will be
taken care of by the new road Improvement now under way. El Paso
Herald.
The automobile party that left Santa Fe for Clayton on Thursday morning with Land Commissioner and Mrs.
Travel
R. P. Ervien, Mrs. McDonald,
ing Auditor Howell Earnest and John
R. Ervien lost the road between Wag
on Mound and Springer, and Instead of
arriving at Springer at 10:30 p. m.
Thursday evening, they did not get
there until 1:30 Friday morning. It is
certain that Land Commissioner Ervien will hereafter be an enthusiastic
advocate of the New Mexican's propa- -

Commissioner
Esqulpula
County
Jiron of Pojoaque, 1b ln the city attending a meeting of the board.
Miss Ruth Laughlin returned today
from a trip that Included Denver,
Colorado Springs and Canon City.
C. L, Bonner of the Los Ange!es Examiner, arrived In the Capital yesterday to write up the De Vargas pageant.
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farm-ingtoSan Juan county, Is ln Santa
Fe, and from here will go to Las
Vegas.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Fidel Delgado on their
way to Las Vegas from Albuquerque,
are guests of Agustln Delgado and
family ln this city.
J. F. Miller, proprietor of the Valley Ranch, and MIsb C. E. Weber, came

ever from the upper Pecos yesterday
afternoon in an automobile.
Vera S. Hinckley, of San Diego,
Cal formerly of this city, who has
been visiting friends here, has left
for Detroit, Michigan, and points in
Canada.
W. H. Hahn returned yesterday from

an extensive auto trip, which carried
him as far as Lubbock, Texas, and
then back to Santa Fe. Albuquerque
Journal.
A. Melton, J. S. Eaves, Dr. Deartuff
and a number of others from Loving-ton- ,
Carlsbad and Scott, Eddy county,
arrived Inst evening ln automobiles on
their way to Las Vegas.
Attorney General F. W. Clancy Is
In the city on a brief
visit from
Santa Fe. After this week Mr, and
Mrs. Clancy will make their home ln
Santa Fe. Albuquerque Herald. Attorney general and Mrs. Clancy returned to Santa Fe this noon.
Assistant Supervisor Bradley M.
Thomas has returned from the Jemez
forest and will remnln ln Santa Fe for
Mr. Thomas reports
several weeks,
conditions as ideal, grass being fine
TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1912.
and sheep and cattle fat.
Mr. Palen will not be at home toF. B. Schwentker and family left
morrow.
W. D. Shea went to Espanola this this noon in the Schwentker automobile for Santa Fe, where they will
forenoon.
F. S. Blacltmar caine down from Las continue to the upper Pecos country
to spend seveijal days ln the mounVegas last evening.
tains. Albuquerque Herald.
V. W. Drake is down from the lum

How The Body Kills Germs.
white
Germi

oorpusole
that get into the body are killed in two vayo hy tho
substance that is in the blood. Just what this
t'
ot the blood, and by a
bs lome
of
blood
always
the
not
person
do
healthy
we
know,
is,
substance
The fountain head
substance in it to word off the attack of disease.
ij
and who
stomach
has
who
weak
and
a
man
A
impaired
of life is the stomach,
does not properly digest his food will soon find that his blood has become weak
and impoverished, and that his whole body is improperly and insufficiently nourTo put the body in healthy oondition, to feed the system on rich, red blood
ished.
and throw out the poisons from the body, nothing in the past forty years has
P"r
excelled Dr. fierce s uo.uen Mecca, inscovery,
glyceric extraot (without alcohol), of bloodroot, golden
seal and Oregon grape root, stone root, mandrake and
queen's root with black cherrybark.
"My hnsbnnd was a sufferer from stomach trouble and
Impure blood." writes Mils. Jamks II. Maiitik, of Frankfort, Ky. "Ilo had a soro on his faco that would form
enh which would dry and drop nit In about, a month, then
another would Immediately form. It continued this way
for a long time. Ilo tried every remedy that liny one would
Ilo then tried 1)r. Pierce'
sogirest but found no relief.
(liiliien Medical Discovery which completely cured him. Ho
luis stayed cured now for two years, and I recommend till
valuable- medicine for Impurities of tho blood."

my
J. H, Martin. Esq,

Dr. Pieroe's Pleasant Pellet! regulate and invitforate
tiny granules,
stomach, liver and bowelb,
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In which to hold the herd of six elks

DEPLORE FAILURE TO PA88
army appropriation bill and conse
(EDITORS: This news letter Is
TRAVELING LIBRARY BILL
still at large In the Nordhaus pasture,
quent Inability to pay commutation sf nt you for publication free of charge
MRS WHITE FOR
but thus far, only three elk have come
of ration on and after July 1, 1912, by the New Mexico Press and1 you are FEATURING
Into it. One of the elk cows has a Teachers
Normal
Institute
Also
the following named enlisted men on at liberty to use any or all of it without
Thanks New Mexican for
calf, now about three weeks old. After
duty with organized militia In the sev credit to us.)
Courtesies Extended,
POMONA FARMS this herd Ib captured and transferred
eral states within this division will,
lOLD SANTA
to the Hamilton mesa on the Pecos
The committee on resolution! inr
pursuant lo Instructions from the war
national forest, Game Warden de Baca the Santa Fe county mstiiute present-to
the
department, proceed
military
to Colfax county and seel ed the following
will
f"
resolutions, which
post, recruit depot, or recruiting sta-- I
I.
Two Important Companies aboutgotransferring the other two herds. were adopted:
L. Elmendorf and
Santa Fe, N. M., July .A revival Dwight
tlon, Indicated after the name of each,
Pretty full reports are being received
Resolved, That this Institute, the
lot Or Industrial
Filed Their Incorporation
and report to the commanding officer of business conditions along prosperW. H. Simpson Charmed
from volunteer deputies and probate first held in Santa Fe county since
for station until appropriations be- ous lines this fall Is now freely foreEducation
clerks on license receipts.
cast by those In close touch with the
Papers at Capitol
statehood, has accomplished greater!
With Capital
come available:
Federal Court,
resulu than at any previous session,
situation in the new state and if the
New Mexico
which
Judge WUllnm H. Pope today admit
legislature
meets
Janunext
Wllber H. Showalter, Co.
CLAYTON
GOVERNOR
before
ted to practice
emu-Ithe federal nier meetings and work, we affirm that SUPERINTENDENT TO CHICAGO C, Sergeants
01
legislation to encourage BUT GOOD
fiOESJO
ROADS
1st infantry; and Arthur H, Rlsdom
NEEDED
capital and Immigration New Mexico
court, William J. Lucas of East Las Santa Fe county Is steadily forging to
B, Cth field artillery to Fort
battery
the
will go steadily forward.
front in the educational line.
...
Vegas; Oscar O. Askren of Roswell
Result of Examination of Teach- and John Vennble o' Albuquerque.
Resolved, That a vote oi ihnnk ho War Department Orders Non- Bliss, Texas.
Nothing better Indicates the trend Trip to Cliff
The chief quartermaster of the div- towards
Dwellings in Rito
Commissioned Officers to Reactive business revival than
Suit was filed by Horace G. Long- - tendered the conductor and instructor
er In Chavet County Is
ision will furnish the necessury trans- the
de Los Frijeles Proved
for
and
the
able
efficient
manner in
situation. Two new banks
banking
well of Cook county, Illinois, against
to
Once.
Stations
at
Announced.
port
portation and the subsistence depart- began business this week In
which they have carried on the work
Enjoyable.
James T. Hall, et al, some twenty-fivAlbuquer
ment suitable subsistence.
que, making five financial Institutions
defendants in all, living in New Mex of instructing the teachers along the
N.
State
The Journeys are necessary for the In that city. In the ancient
Alvan
Superintendent
line
the
Land Commissioner and Mrs. R. P.
of
profession,
title
Texas
to
capital
L. Elmdorf, of New York
quiet
ico, Arizona and
or the new state, the First National theDwlght
Resolved. That a vote of thanks he Wul,e today appointed Mrs. Theresa public service. (5034)
,
Ervlen, Traveling Auditor Howell to a portion of the Refugio colony
well known lecturer, and William
'
General Bank, this week moved Into a new
By command of Brigadier
Earnest, Mrs. McDonald and John Er Land Grant In Dona Ana county, just tendered to the county school superln- - B- Wnlt8i of SIver City, New Mexico,
H. Simpson, of Chicago,
general ad
tendent of schools, John V. Conway, 88 Btate director of Industrial educa- Potts:
vlen left this morning by automobuilding which cost $75,000 and which
of El Paso.
vertising agent of the Santa Fe system,
tlon- - sucn appointment being made In
tor bis interest and helpful
C. R. NOYES,
Is the largest and most costly
bile for Clayton, Union county, going north
bank
who
spent two days in Santa Fe and
Camp of Instruction.
tlon during this session.
accordance with the provisions of Lieutenant
by way of Las Vegas and Springer.
Colonel, General Staff, building In the new state. There have
A camp of Instruction for the off!
been a number of prominent eastern vicinity, have left for 'he Griiud
Chief of Staff.
will follow by
Governor McDonald
Resolved, That a vote or Wanks be Senate Bill No, 187, passed by the re- New
of
the
Mr. Emendorf'a
last vfclf.
tendered to the Btate superintendent cent legislature. Mrs. White Is In no Official:
train and will be the guost of honor cerB of the First Infantry
people here during the past ten days, ianon.
was In 1897, and before that in 18,
at a reception on Saturday, June 29 Mexico national guard, will be held of public Instruction, Alvan N. White, way related to Superintendent White.
H. C. CARBAUGH,
investigating the business conditions
rifle
the
at
uu
oi
month
ue
the
July
aeciares mat Santa Fe has
for his opening address to the institute but has for many years resided in 811- - Colonel, Judge Advocate,
Governor and Mrs. McDonald will be during
Acting Adju- of the state and looking for openings. iobi none of Us char-ri1
Officers uuu iue various
One company Is looking for an Irrithe guests of Traveling Auditor and range north of Las Vegas.
although it is
important messages ver City, his home town. She 1b i tant General
15
Julv
station
home
I
will
their
leave
received from him.
Mrs. Earnest at Clayton.
chairman nf the dennrtmont nf rfn.
gation project while In the party was gradually changing :nto a more mod
a prominent railroad man who
and will return July 20. ApproxiResolved, That a vote of thanks be mestlc science of of the Wnmon'a Fori. EFFECT OF THREE
was ern city. Mr. Simpson's last vinlt
Corporation Commission Clerk,
Into the railroad situation in here was with the late W. E. Cur
T. J. Sanford of Malaga, Eddy
mately 20 officers, Including one med- extended to Rupert F. Asplund, who, erated Clubs of the State, and has
looking
YEAR'S
HOMESTEAD ACT. the new state.
tis. Both visitors went out to the
i
arrived last evening and today as- ical officer, will be authorized to at- in his respective positions as chief
m
..n..
"I am agreeably surprised to find Rito de los Frljoles and took pictures
16 m
sumed his duties as clerk with the cor tend this encampment.
'
f domestic
work
Resume
manual
of
Its
.
science,
.
,
7
Provisions
a
ss
Ki,
Applied that conditions here are
man uciiuu, anu as trntnlncr anA iaanhino nt n
Those officers who desire to attend iiiicuucm ui j'uuuv
entirely dif of the Cliff Dwelling scenery that will
1.. ..a
poration commission.
to Those Wishing to Make
ferent from those In Oklahoma and In be used in the Elmendorf lectures as
.. . B ,v"'lu,c
will sjbmlt their applications in writ- secretary of the reading circle work.
1
Target Range Practice.
"
"
FlnaJ
Proof.
'
Arizona," he said1. "In those Btates well as in Santa Fe literature.
,
In lieu of maneuvers and encamp ing to the adjutant general before ha. given many helpful talks and sug- industrial education
bill was pre- railroad
Mr. Elmendorf, whose
ment. Adjutant General A. S. Brookes July 1st. The items of pay and trans- gestlons.
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W. Cliafln, Proliibl- a valuable and welcome remedy. John
by
1.
PieslEugene
D.
be
made
Should
an
C.
Washington,
July
appropriation
to
Those
of
flsherlos.
bureau
desiring
un
Cal had kidney Hon presidential
nominee four years inter by Congress, they will return to dent nnd Mrs. Toft left Washington at severe attack of kidney trouble and There were 11 days with .0t of
stock private lakes and ponds should Heath, Michigan Bar, was
the pains In his kidneys and back Inch or more of precipitation. The
confined to ago.
nnd bladder trouble,
duty In New Mexico. The war depart 3 p. tn. today for Philadelphia to at
write their Congressman at once for
was
turn without help.
California needed no new party, he ment's order Is as follows:
tend tonight's BeBslon of the National were terrible. "I got a bottle of Foley average minimum temperature
blanks for that purpose. The Btate his bed, unable to
maximum
50.7 degrees, the average
Slengerfest. Just before the President Kidney Pills from our druggist and
Headquarters Central Division.
will attend to the stocking of public "I commenced using Fo!ey Kidney said, and the Republican parly might
The moan relative hu
I
left he signed the Congressional reso- - they entirely relieved me, I have more 62.4 degrees.
Chicago, 111., June 26, 1912.
streams. The fish car Is expected Pills and can truly say was relieved better go down to defeat for the sins
in
Is worth fol- - ot Its leaders and come up four yeurs Special Orders, No. 89.
lutlon extending the appropriations benefit from them than any other midity averaged only 37 per cent
along the latter part of September, A at once." His example
the evening.
medicine." Sold by all druggists,
Sold by all drugglBls.
hence than to form a sew party.
1, In view of failure of passage of through the current year.
pen has been built; la Oalllnas canon lowing.
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Hurt In Cave-Iat Madrid.
An unknown laborer was taken to
.Taylor, S, C. Burnett, Mrs. Grace
Election
Johnson and County Superintend-ThreAlbuquerque from CerrlHos on No. 7
tickets were in the field at ent Mrs. W. L.
Gumm
where Sunduy night and taken to St. Joseph's
"nl
dl,mer
to the party.
hospital for treatment. He was suful iTgTh following were
fering from Interim! Injuries received
TUE8DAY, JULY 2, 1912.
ed: Mnvor. J. H. Men. tnitBB. TnJ
In a cave-IIn a mine at Madrid, and
cob Suover, C. F. Prince, 0.
Tower
Marriage License.
Women who bear children and fo-- ;
Is said to be lii a precarious condiA marriage license was Issued
at
and A. J. Buck; recorder,
R. de
i main healthy are those who prepare
tion.
Las Vegas to Carolina Crespln, aged
Mler.
Guadalupe county. The taste of the
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912,
Funds of Jaok Curley Garnlsheed. ; their systems In advance of baby's
IS, and Francisco Diiran, aged 31. Both
Water Gives Trouble.
thieves seeming not to auu toward
Unless the mother aids
Wounded In Juarez.
B. w. Hart, the architect, this morn, coming.
are
residents of San Geronimo.
El automobiles, they proceeded to take
The contractors digging the county
work we crisis
young
nature In Its
Eduardo Varela, the
ins:
filed
anrnlKlmiAnt
niwafuiinn
Beat His Wife.
er
well at Hlllsboro, strange to say, arel
Pasoan who was shot by rebels In out their spite by tearing up the
the funds of Jack Curley and Aids her eyotem unequal to the
against
Rlrardo
Madril
of
Old'
Albuquerque,
Hands made upon It, and she Is often
naving trouuie witn water, rney struck
'
Juarez, died at Providence hospital In bills and Interchange reports accoiu
promoters of the Flynn-Johnsoto
..
in
sentenced
60
..,
yesterday
days
with weakened health or chronio
Varela Is survived by a panying the car and appropriating a
El Pago.
Bernalillo county jail for beating flght which are In the local banks. Mr. left
draft for J ICO. There have been
No remedy Is bo truly a
although they have installed two !
Hart some time ago brought suit for ailments.
widow..
hou8enl
bre"k'"g
w,
! .a,nd
pumps to keep it down, they have been
strong locks placed on the bill box
u!
8ATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1912.
the collection of a claim against Cur- help to nature as Mother's Friend,
Washout In Union County.
i unit!
u
miiuniiD
mine
and
now
all
there
no
future marauders
unable to sink any further.
expectant mother should fall
Two Colorado & Southern passenger
ley for drawing plans for an arena. and
New Bank for Magdalena.
Couldn't Behave Himself.
It relieves the pain and
The garnishment action is taken un to use It.
trains were detoured over the Rooky will have to use dynamite.
Stock Is being sold for a new nation- Two Sudden Deaths at Las Cruces.
Hcotty Dean was
committed to
discomfort caused by the strain on
Auto Smash-Up- ,
Mountain-Sant- a
book8. Roberts, aged 37 years,
Fe connection betwoen
al bank at Magdalena.
Jail the end of last week at Carrl-xoz- der that suit. Ias VegaB Optic.
tha ligaments, makes pliant and elasWhile
ComHe's 8ome Tank.
Des Moines and Trinidad because of a
speeding along the Hot
keeper for the Bascom-FrencCouple Married By Probate Judge.
the allowhaving
Resident of Belleville, Missouri, tic those fibres and muscles which
washout on the nmin line near Folsom Springs boulevard at 6 o'clock yester-da- y
Juan Chaves of Sun Rafael and Miss pany, dropped dead as he was dress- ance made by the court for a susnature Is expanding, prevents numbthat was repaired after several hours'
morning the Ford touring car be- Frances Salazar of Cubero, arrived in ing to go to work. He leaves a wife
gathered about the bar of Meln ness of
pended sentence during good belimbs, and soothes the Inflamlonging to Peter Olson, and driven by
work.
Freund's place, on Witch's hill, wheu mation of
and left the following day to- and child. Colonel Enoch May, aged havior.
(iallup
breast glands. The system
his son, Joe Olsen of Las Vegas, turn85
In
a
for
resident
Defense.
Self
years,
voluna
eighteen years
Killing
Tony Jackson, a coal minor,
gether. Chavez is
prominent and
being thus prepared by Mother's
Operated on for
"l'sabel Ruiz, charged with killing ed turtle, throwing the two occupants, wealthy sheep owner from the San of the Mesilla valley died suddenly
teered to drink two gallons of beer In Friend
dispels the fear that the crisis
Appendicitis,
seven minutes provided the. beer was may not be safely met.
Miguel Villa on August 14, 1911, was the driver and Sam Rhodes, from the Rafael county. Miss Salazar Is a after two weeks Illness.
Mother's
The little
Of Mr.
girl
nineteen year old girl
With
for
acquitted at El Paso by a jury in car and badly bruising and shaking charming
by
the
Dynamite Cap.
Played
proprietor, August Friend assures a speedy and completa
and Mrs. Albert Pfingsten at Capltan paid
the 34th district court room. The them up. Rhodes' injuries were the of Cubero.
Hnrold Sterret, the 12 year old son in
Graf. The proprietor agreed on con- recovery for the mother, and she Is
They went to Gal-l'i- p
recovering nicely from an opera- dition Jackson would
and were married
by Probate of Jack Sterrett, at Wagon Mound,
Jury was out only 20 minutes. Ruii more serious and medical aid was sumpay for the beer left a healthy woman to enjoy the
tion recently performed at Capltan
plea'was that he shot Villa in self de- moned. He was put to bed. The auto Judge Alejandro Montoya.
of her
If he could not drink it. "I'm not in rearing
They left Jlora county, found a dynamite cap
for
mobile
was
due
is
and
appendicitis.
badly
damaged
on No. 8 for San Rafael where a big' and exploded it by pounding it with
fence, and the Jury upheld him in
condition," explained Jackson, "but I child. , Mother's
In
a
for
Bitten
Nose
in
the
The
Is
Skunk.
sold at
Friend
by
repair shop.
rock.
siege
Two fingers of his left hand
tbis.
wedding party were waiting to cele
believe I can win.". He had just
'
Tim, the fifteen-year-olson of R.
lamps, windshield, a wheel, front seat brate the occasion.
stores.
were blown off and bis face badly ladrug
Gambler Dies In Pest House.
a
drunk
half
and
returned
had
gallon
Write tor our free
i S
ff
Burch, who lives south of Capl- - to the saoon
cerated.
Oscar Stewart, a former El Paso and other parts or We machine were
Alderman Acts as Cop.
for more when Graf's book, for expect- tan, Lincoln county, was bitten In the
Drowned In the Rio Grande.
street car conductor, died of small- smashed.
arrest of Harry I. Townsend
The
was
made.
the
With
ad
much
proposition
contains
which
mothera
ant
Hurt In Auto Accident.
A well dressed,
Stewart
pox in the Juarez pesthouse.
stranger, nose by a pole cat while sleeping out miring crowd watching Intently, Jack- valuable Information, and many sugon the charge of drunkenness and disR. C. Howell, the Albuquerque mer
of
dcora.
The
was
to
taken
the
drowned
tor some time had been employed
In
boy
was
the
aged
years,
forty
son attacked the beer In "schooners" gestions of a helpful nature,
orderly conduct was made this mornRio Grande near El Paso. Seventeen Pasteur institute at E! Paso for treat-yea- r
about the gambling games in Juarez chant, was brought into the Duke City
of quart capacity. He would raise a BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., AtUate, Ga.
ing by Alderman J. K. Martin. The
old Luis Morales risked his life "lent. '
until he was taken 111 with the disease. on the train from Mountalnair suffer- man was due to be taken before
glass to his Hps and hold it there unfrom a fractured arm and painful
to bring the body to shore.
Death of Aged Woman.
j
Nothing Is known of hig relatives. He ing
D. R. Murray late this aftertil the amber fluid disappeared Into
I
Injuries about the neck and body, the Judge
was buried in Juarez.
Child
Poison.
Swallowed
their
Mrs.
Rafaellta
79
Pena,
the
years,
aged
first A
what seemed to be a cavern of limit- while she kept lonesome vigil in
result of an automobile accident yes noon. Alderman Martin Is
little child of Mr. and Mrs. Acaslo died at Las Vegas. Mrs. Pena Is
Lodged in the Pen.
little home. His return often meant
of the city officials to make use of
extent.
less
of
The
contents
between
and
Wlllard
Estancia
terday
for
left
Sheriff Hixenbaugh
Sunday
harsh words and sometimes a beating
got hold of some poison Frl- vived by seven grandchildren. Jose A.
conferred police power,
"schooner" after "schooner" disapthe penitentiary at Santa Fe with which nearly proved fatal to Mr. How- the recently
dny and swallowed some of it. Medic- - OallegoB, Candelario
Gallegos, J, J. peared iu the same general direction, for the wife, when Staley had taken
a "cop,"
a! aid was prompt and it is believed
Jose Casimera Montoya, the East Ra- ell and the three other persons iu and showed great talent as
too
drinks. When they moved
Gallegos, Mrs. Carlos Ortiz, Mrs. Apo- the car, one of the machines used on making the arrest as cleverly b Chief the child is now out of
while the clock ticked off the minutes. to many
Es- - li.nlo
Denver four years ago it was with
Miss Petra Gallegos,
danger.
Marquez,
himself.
Las
and
Coles
Estancia automobile
Vegas Optic.
tancia Dally News.
3erve a two to three year sentence in'ibe Ward
Mrs. Adelaido Marques, and Mrs By the terms of the verbal contract a promise of better things for the
Jackson was compelled to drink one wife. Staley promised to stop drinking
tl.o nanlfontlnrv tnr tha billing- nf .In. 'M
Hearing at Santa Fe,
Eddy County Is Kicking.
Prospero Baca.
Gran
and
Excavating
Qulvera.
Jose Chavez, accused of assisting In
cob Casados two years ago. The prisMass meetings are being held in
quarts, per minute, and stop causing his wife lonesome
Alleged Thief Brought Back.
oner had been held in the county jail
That the American Museum of
the smuggling of ammunition from Eddy county to protest against the
.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3, 1912.
nights and days of sorrow. But the
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez return
RaIs
'
pending the result of an appeal.
Killed Himself.
History
making p'ans for sys- the United States into Mexico, wns ar- raise In assessments of 25 per cent. ed to Las Vegas from Denver bringing
promise was not kept. Young Staley
ton Range.
tematic excavation at the site of the raigned before United States Commis- The total raise amounts to $ti00,000.
.H. F. Manley, aged 64, county clerk soon was In the same old rut and, af- with him J. R, Cllpfel, alias Crowley,
Rev. Torregrossa to Return.
Cofamous old ruins of Gran Quivera and sioner H, R. Whiting In the federal
ter he threatened his wife's life 00
Big Tie Contract,
who Is charged with the theft of a nijd a resident of Hinsdale county.
Rev. Luis Torregrossa, who was sta- La Cuara, In Torrance
o
Leroy O. Moore, asEugenlo Romero and his son
county, is the buiMing today.
camera and a diamond ring from a lorado, for more than 30 yeai'B, com- two occasions, she obtained a divorce.
tioned as Spanish Presbyterian mis- statement made by N. C. Nelson of sistant United States district attorsurIs
mltted
suicide
He
by shooting.
spent several days during the room In the Rewlins house on Rail
Today Staley Is in "tie valley of the
sionary at Raton during last summer, San Francisco, making his headquar ney, represented the government. On week In Albuquerque with officials of road avenue
shadow," at Denver, nnd friends for
ylved by one son, living in Chicago.
a
occupied
by
Riegler,
has accepted a call to the same charge ters with John W. Corbett of Moun. his motion, Chavez and four wit the Santa Fe road. It is
The Wages of Sin.
whom he forsook his wife are not with
reported
chef
at
the
in
Castaneda
hotel
the
from his home In Yucatan, Mexico. tanar Mr. Nelson was accompanied nesses,
The Alaskan red man is going fast him. It is she who is making the road
Including W. H. Chamberlin that they were successful in obtaining Meadow City.
Rev. Torregrossa is a brilliant young
from white man's vices, is an official easier for him and urging him always
by his wife. Accompanied by Mr. Cor and William Stamps, of the Whitney a $75,000 contract for timbers which
Killed Himself for Love.
man who graduated with honors this
report made today. Drunkenness, dls- - to make the fight for a return to
ueii ne maae a
survey company, were released on their rec- will be de'lvered to the A. T. & S. F.
Fred R. Oliver, aged 22, shot him- case and
spring from the McComiick Theologic i of the ruins and preliminary
debauchery are wiping out ' health. Mrs. Staley at his request,
fedto
the
railroad
before
few
next
visited
within
also
the
months. self through the, heart at Denver In
Chilili, ognizance,
appear
al Seminary at Chicago, and was rewent to the Denver city hall, procured
tribes, declares Bishop Rowe.
Estancia News.
Tajlque, Abo and the old trees of Man- eral court in Santa Fe when notified.
the presence of Mrs. Josephine M.
cently ordained by an Iowa presbytery. zano. Mr. Nelson
a marriage license and, In the tent cot- He Blames Buttermilk.
says that the wor
Buys Telephone Lines.
Cost $1200 to Move Bodies.
Rose and Miss Frances Adams, Both
Homer Hanklns Drowned.
Clin3.
N.
J.,
tage Staley occupies at the Lare sanl- Newark,
George
July
of
The
will
which
excavation,
this
The disinterment of the dead at the
begin
Telephone Company women assert the shooting was acci- - ton
Homer H. Hankins, son of Captain
a citizen of this city, who tarlum, a minister placed the weak
Paine,
Tola.1
hns
tAknn
Pnimtw
will
tha
nvpr
four
month,
firt,it
likely
or
take
five
at
federal
Fort WIngate and
' ,
H. H. Hankin, formerly of Ute Park,
cemetery
aentni, Dut the police declare It was calls himself "the oldest book agent hand of the man in that of the devoted
,
i.ou per snare suicide. It is believed
Colfax county, was drowned In the years to complete and is confident their transfer to the national cemetery
uiuijauj, ,a?iu
by the police In the world, ' Is celebrating his 100th woman and united them. Immediately
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whose
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at
of
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R.
Santa
J.
par
civiliza
priceless
revealed
by
Santa Fe river
past
Creath,
at Worthington
that Oliver was despondent over a birthday at his home here this week. afteithe ceremony Mrs. Staley donned
a capitalization of $50,000. The Grant
will
tions
some
be
disclosed
the
recalled
and
on
and
by
Interesting
sights
last Sunday morning.
pick
Springs, Fla.,
love affair. A letter addressed to Mrs. He is in excellent health a condition the dress of a nurse, to be with her
some of the history of the early days. county company was organized twelve Ina H.
From an account given by the Daily si.ovel.
Mouat, La Veta, Colorado,
for which he believes the drinking of husband until his fight Is won or lost,
The skull of one man who had been years ago and has lines into most of
Sun of Gainesville, Fla., the young
Wedding on Mountain Peak.
to be his sweetheart, was found buttermilk is
All Boys Are Hypnotized.
responsible.
killed in the battle of Valverde in 1861 the mining camps from Silver City.
man's home. Homer, who had Just ar- Historic Mount Bosque, toweri-In his room. It was written a few
,
Land Grant Raises Approved,
White Oaks Has a Flood.
My boy was hypnotized, or for some
shewed a 60 caliber bullet lodged In
rived in Florida two weeks before from 12,000 feet into the
Is
sky, the highest
The board of county commissioners reason was not himself and It is Just
White Oaks Is not accustomed to minutes before Oliver went downvuiu.auu ounnss, uere ne uau ueeu peak of the picturesque Manzauo he base of the brain cavity. Another
stairs to clean his revolver.
of- Bernalillo county, confirmed their one more case for the divorce courts
aitenuing scnooi, got inio me waier ov- - mountains. Most everybody in New grave which contained the body of a high water, but last week floods
Lively Sunday at Las Vegas.
recent action in approving the raise In to settle," was the comment of Mrs.
.voman in a metallic coffin which had rushed down two canons and flooded
uiH nruu auu was uruwneu ueiure
The arrest of two "drunks"-anthree the assessment of land grants in Ber- - F'reda Schmidt, 2221 Cleveland place,
been filled with a liquid preparation the house of Allan Lane, ruining the
Iwlp could reach him. Four hours of who live on a ranch near
j
was made. Qulnn Elliott, the, nallllo county. The biggest land giants Denver, on the marriage of her
the very
searching were consumed before his summit of the Bosque. There are revealed the body In almost a perfect furniture and damaging the house. l"vags"
victim, charged with drunkenness, j affected are the Bersabe
Montana year-olson Frank to' Miss Genevieve
state. The body had been placed In The house of Felix Guebara was also
body was located.
told of how this peculiar
to 10 days in the city grant of 35,000 acres; the Antonio Be- - Adams, after the boy had obtained a
was
stories
many
sentenced
the grave over six years ago. The
FRIDAY, JUNE 23, 1912.
The flood was above the
tine
family came to establish their resi- - moving of these 158 bodies to the Capi- damaged.
Redman
frank
of
35,000 acres, and the. license by swearing he was 21. Her
got $10
jail,
for.dlllo grant
high water mark of 1SD3.
diunkenness.
George Smoot, a "bo", Elena Uallegos grant of 32,000 acres, .view of tne love anair or her son was
Sheriff C. R. Young returned to Ros- - den,ce. "! ""Cll.a lo,'y plaoe- - nnJ thc tal City cost the government over
Looks
Like
Murder.
was allowed to leave the city, and Ed
""-- '
wl" perneps never De 1200.
nf
prosaic and she resented the fact that
veil with th foiinw
On the Galllnas, three miles south
Keeping Las Vegas Jail Full.
I,nown- - A lc Ray, who was born on
Ryan, a crippled hobo, was treated in
he had been married in a "scandalous"
of Las' Vegas, the decomposed
n.lcla.
n,l,U
nnrnmltHno
ing a horse at Dexter. Frank Young
JULY 1, 1912.
MONDAY,
rl,li,r,1
a similar manner.
P. Montano, the
a she termed It
"He made a
years ago, will
had caught him at Lubbock, turning t,x raneh twenty-on- e
meanors Frank Gray. J. H. Halllday wf'
of a mlddle-agh- l
man, not a last ,of the crew, drew thirty
Thirty Days for Vagrancy.
I
of it," she continued bitterly. "He
married July 18th, to William
days In and James Newman were
him over to the sheriff there.
Spanish-Americaat
were
found.
,
His
.
arraigned
loll
Wnn
th
f
was
Sidney Roberts
' Blackjyell.
Rev. J. Randolpi
seemed to think there was nothing
given thirty
Carver
Fourth of July at Silver Citv.
Las
Ck
tt
r to
Halllday and Newman,
'J?1
in tying himself for life to a
Henry Sena, one to Special Officer who Vegas.
, a.te"
Estancia, will perform the cere- days at Las Vegas1 for vagrancy.
Over $1,300 has been raised to de-,!were arrested at the same time, serious
and
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Hide
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to
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another
Vri
Pierce Murphy, and were
Newby,
he hardly knew and It won't be
Ik
fray the expenses of the Fourth of mon' a' 8 o'clock that evening. There
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Fo
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him trying to support her
Santa
with
""e-tOfficer
?,W'.the
,m9
be a number of guests from the
pelt
long,
July at Silver City, and the enthus-- j
"
Gray was fined $5 and costs and or-- and
her mother and three sisters on
"5 butwa,,Catn0,lc, Charged with assault by words and
iasm manifested by everybody lndi-- l valley, and quite a few friends from and Ollvas at Clayton, Union county, I
A man
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a
H
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cates that the celebration will be one among the mountain folk, incuidlng burned to the ground.
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.
.
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was fined $25 and costs for the first name as Fred Williams, charged with
,.,1.
Married at Estancia.
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Silver City.
of the bride. The Blackwolis will con..,.i":7. o,
a suspended sentence of 10
gBO,mH ter. Mrs. M. Romaldo Becker was the city under
V
only reason I really object to the mar77
A Baa Homore.
tinue to reside at the Bosnue ranch were married at Estancia this morn
uU
days.
iu iucu cenirnugai pump complainant,
I know that Frank will be the
Some "bo" who refused to give his 'and the groom will assume the man- - ing by Father Julius Hartman.
on his ranch for irrigation purposes.
Over Prizefight
Excitement
Kills riage.
roost unhappy boy In the world before
Lightning Kills Cow.
Died of Typhoid Fever at Clovle.
name, was arraigned on the charge ,'ogement of affairs up there, relieving
Mr. Gillespie's ranch is situated eight
at
Post.
Flagman
months have passed."
Mrs. Ed. N. Krull died of typhoid miles south of Fort
4 Lightning struck and killed a cow
of vagrancy. He was given his choice Mr. Ray, upon whom the burden of
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Sumner, on the
o
fever at Clovis.
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water is taken from a natural lake and
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Barbecue at Fort Bayard.
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X suites for regular
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Medina but wished to frighten him
away. It Is understood the Mora county authorities will hold an inquest
and make other efforts to learn details
of the killing.
It Is reported that a
Mora citizen was found a short time
since in the corral of Luciano Gullegos.
The latter asked the intruder what he
was doing there' and demanded that
he give bis name. The Intruder replied: "Don't shoot! It Is nie." averting
a probable killing, as Luciano' was pre
pared to shoot. Had the intruder at
Lueero replied to the inquiry of the
householder he doubtless would have
saved his life. Ijis Vegas Optic.
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